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ABSTRACT

This internship report contains a comprehensive analysis of the NORDINOBA
Center For Dance, a community partnership between the New Orleans Recreation
Department and the New Orleans Ballet Association (NOBA). Included are
organizational histories and management analyses of the Center For Dance and NOBA, a
description of the intern's duties as the Summer Programs Coordinator, management
challenges caused by a lack of human resources and planning time, and recommendations
for building a stronger manpower base and developing summer planning.

v

INTRODUCTION

The following is an analysis of a summer internship with the NORDINOBA
Center for Dance. The New Orleans Ballet Association (NOBA) and the New Orleans
Recreation Department (NORD) formed this unique community partnership in 1992
based upon mutual desires to enhance the lives of youth living in New Orleans. NORD
provides facilities and faculty for the partnership while NOBA administrates the Center
and manages development needs to support programming.
A detailed history and organizational profile of the New Orleans Ballet
Association begins this report. Included in this profile is an examination of NOBA's
management structure, mission and goals, funding sources, and programming. Next is a
similar analysis of the Center For Dance including a close look at the structure of the
NORDINOBA partnership.
Focus then shifts to the summer internship, where duties of the intern are
considered in relation to the extensive summer programs offered at the Center For Dance.
A management challenge (insufficient planning) is identified as a primary deterrent to the
smooth administration of summer programs, and resources are examined to locate the
cause of the problem. Next, solutions to the management challenge are proposed along
with recommendations for their implementation.
Finally, the intern relates her short and long- term contributions to the Center for
Dance, and discusses how these contributions will impact future summer sessions.

CHAPTER ONE: ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE

New Orleans Ballet Association

History
The New Orleans Ballet Association (NOBA) is a non-profit dance presenting
and service organization conunitted to enriching the New Orleans comrmmity through the
art of dance. During its annual Main Stage season, NOBA showcases world-class dance
companies from the United States and abroad at the Mahalia Jackson Theater of the
Performing Arts in New Orleans' historic Faubourg Treme neighborhood. The October
April season typically features a total of 4 presentations accompanied by guest company
master classes and workshops for the local dance community (Hirsch, 2004).
Community response to the NOBA Main Stage program is solid- in its 2003/2004 season,
the organization maintained approximately 800 season subscribers and averaged 70% of
house capacity for attendance per performance (Fulton, 2004). Performances
predominantly feature modem and ballet companies although styles such as tap, folk, and
Irish dance occasionally punctuate a season. NOBA has presented a variety of renowned
dance companies including Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater, the Joffrey Ballet of
Chicago, MOMIX, Dance Theater of Harlem, and Ballet Folklorico de Mexico (see
Appendix I for a listing of the past 12 seasons).

In its 35-year history, the organization has undergone several significant
transformations and reorganizations before finding success as a dance presenting and
service organization under its current moniker, The New Orleans Ballet Association. The
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organization was originally formed as a civic ballet company under the name Ballet
Hysell (later to become the New Orleans Ballet) in 1969. Under the artistic direction of
Harvey Hysell, seasons featured traditional classical ballets with stellar guest artists such
as Suzanne Farrell, Margot Fonteyn, and Peter Martins. But in 1982, after 13 successful
seasons, the ballet company folded due to artistic differences between its directors.
In 1983, the company reorganized as the New Orleans City Ballet, a unique
partnership with the Cincinnati Ballet. In this venture, the 2 cities were to share one
mutual ballet company and split all artistic expenses equally. Although a groundbreaking
idea, New Orleans never could financially support its end of the partnership. Original
grant proposals for seed money were denied, and the City Ballet began its venture with a
$65,000 deficit (Stack, 2). Debt accumulated to the point that New Orleans could not
even afford to host performances, and community support plunged. By the late 1980's,
the New Orleans City Ballet, so overwhelmed in debt, faced 2 options: complete
reorganization, or shutting down altogether.
Key board members stepped in, and together with the organization, began a series
of drastic changes to reverse the nearly $1 million dollar deficit. The board's size was
cut in half, while staff was scaled down to only 3 key players. In 1989, a new General
Manager was hired who proposed an entirely new purpose for the organization- rather
than continuing to create dance, simply produce it (Hirsch, 1). This, coupled with an
upgrading of the organization's service component, led to a complete transformation of
the New Orleans City Ballet. In 1991, the revamped organization adopted the name New
Orleans Ballet Association to reflect a new image and purpose.
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Throughout the 1990's the organization continued to make positive changes to
reverse its debt. A strategic plan was developed to increase staff and board efficiency.
The organization's focus shifted away from classical ballet and more towards
contemporary dance (which became more popular with New Orleans audiences). Staff
members were slowly added, and the NOBA Dance Institute was formed to develop and
house educational programs. By 1995 the massive debt was retired, and NOBA emerged
from the shadows of its tumultuous past (Hamilton, 2004). Today the organization is
thriving as the leading dance presenter in Louisiana with a nationally acclaimed
management structure and award-wirming conununity outreach progranuning.

Mission and Goals

The mission of the New Orleans Ballet Association is "to cultivate understanding,
appreciation, and enjoyment of dance through performance, education, and conununity
service (New Orleans Ballet Association)." NOBA's 2003 Strategic Plan enumerates the
following goals to accomplish the mission:

• Act as a catalyst for the presentation and the conunissioning of national and
•
•

•
•
•

international dance in the region.
Increase public awareness of NOB A's programs and services.
Increase and sustain support of financial resources for NOBA programs and
serVices.
Provide the community with programs that teach and allow opportunities for
learning throughout their lives.
Encourage and support the professional development and training of local
dance artists and arts administrative students.
Maintain and build the administrative structure and leadership necessary to
achieve the above goals.

As a nonprofit organization, NOBA strives to benefit a diverse cross-section of
the conununity through its activities. Goals are designed to make dance accessible to
anyone, regardless of age, race, or background. A variety of progranuning targets a range
4

of demographics such that any local citizen can benefit from dance. Outreach
programming gives youths and minorities exposure to the arts. Educational programming
for local dancers helps them advance their dance careers. Main Stage programming
brings high caliber performances to New Orleans audiences. Goals specify these
intentions, and include developing the financial and administrative capacity to continue a
multiplicity of quality programming.

Management Structure
NOBA maintains a small, full-time professional staff that includes an Executive
Director, Director of Finance, Development Associate, Box Office Manager,
Programming Manager, Marketing Manager, and Development Associate. The
organization also maintains a Technical Director and stage crew during performances,
and an Educational Consultant for outreach development as needed. Given the small
staff in comparison to the extent of programs, NOBA employees frequently assist in other
departments as needed. Programming, development, and box office are often a
collaborative effort, especially when Main Stage and educational programming overlap.
Teamwork is key at NOBA, and the employees do it well. Staff and production meetings
occur regularly to help keep all abreast of organizational needs.
NOBA's Board cUITently sustains 31 members (Foley, 2004) who actively
fundraise and govern the organization in order to further its mission (see Appendix 2 for
a list of board members and their positions). Suzanne Stack notes that given the
organization's turbulent past, the board has a tendency to "become active in times of
difficulty (Stack, 10)." A nonprofit board should not interfere in the day-to day
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management of an organization. As Jody Blazek confirms, a board should act only in the
capacity of "carrying out the organization's mission and safeguarding its resources
(Blazek, 31)." One cannot discredit the role that NOBA's board had in reshaping the
organization during its time of crisis. However, it is the Director's responsibility to "lead
the organization, manage programs that accomplish the mission, and represent the
nonprofit organization in the community (Blazek, 31)." Stack acknowledges that the
board is more confident and hence, less aggressive, when strong leaders manage the
organization (Stack, 10). Jenny Hamilton, the current Executive Director, is one such
individual. At present, then, the board and staff have a supportive relationship that
strengthens the organization as a whole.

Budget and Funding
NOBA's yearly operating budget is approximately $1 million including in-kind
donations (Hirsch, 2004). Funding sources include corporations (i.e. Cox
Communications, BellSouth Communications, Chevron Texaco, Delta Airlines),
foundations (i.e. The J. Edgar Monroe Foundation, The Patrick F. Taylor Foundation,
Shell Oil Company Foundation, The Lupin Foundation) and government grants (i.e.
Louisiana Division of the Arts, Housing Authority of New Orleans, Arts Council of New
Orleans, Southern Arts Federation, Louisiana Endowment for the Humanities, National
Endowment for the Arts). A substantial portion of revenue is also generated from ticket
sales and fundraising performed by the Ballet Resource and Volunteer Organization
(BRAVO), NOBA's volunteer and fundraising arm.
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I

Programming
Programming falls under 2 major categories: NOSA Main Stage and the NOSA
Dance Institute. Main Stage houses the presenting season, as previously discussed;
NOSA Dance Institute houses the array of educational outreach initiatives. NOSA's
outreach activities are substantial due to their commitment to building community
partnerships. These types of unions are an excellent way to enrich lives and communities
simultaneously, and have been proven to "[mitigate] social problems including drug
abuse, violence, teenage pregnancy, poverty, and lack of community pride (Aprill, et aI.,
3)." Through numerous community partnerships (Appendix 3), NOSA's key ongoing
educational programs include:
NORA In Motion: NOSA artist-teachers are placed directly into selected New
Orleans Public Schools for 9-week residencies to teach dance/creative movement as an
academic class during the regular school day. These artist-teachers create curriculum
specific study guides and course work in tandem with academic teachers to ensure that
the dance education component effectively relates to students' academic work. In
Motion also brings Main Stage visiting companies into public schools for on-site
lecture/demonstrations and mini-performances.
Community Concerts: Part of the In-Motion Program, these deeply discounted,
condensed performances by NOSA Main Stage companies are available to students and
families and designed to increase community access to the arts.
Creative Communities: A national program created and funded by a partnership
between the National Guild of Community Schools of the Arts, the National Endowment
for the Arts, and Housing and Urban Development (Creative Communities,
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creativecommunitiesonline.org). NOBA was one of20 US cities awarded a 3-year,
$135,000 grant to implement this program, which links public housing communities with
their local schools to provide youth and community development. Through this program,
NOBA offers free movement classes and workshops at Lafitte, Iberville and CJ Peete
public housing communities.
St. Bernard After School Program: A 5-month, free after-school dance
program financed through a partnership with Chalmette Refining, LLC. The program
offers free dance classes and performance opportunities for children in St. Bernard
Parish.
NOBA Dance Network: Offers master classes, workshops, job referrals, and
professional development and networking opportunities to local dance artists.
Service Learning and Internships: Provides teaching and administrative
internships for undergraduate and graduate students at Tulane University and the
University of New Orleans.
The oldest and most extensive of NOBA's educational programs is the
NORDINOBA Center For Dance. The intern performed both her practicum and graduate
internship with this complex program. For the purposes of this Masters Report, it will be
analyzed separately.

NORDINOBA Center For Dance

History
The late Wayne Soulant founded the New Orleans Recreation DepartmentlNew
Orleans Ballet Association Center For Dance (NORDINOBA Center For Dance) in 1992,
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inspired by his own experiences struggling through life as a recently orphaned young
teenager. During these turbulent years, Soulant discovered dance. Later in life, he
realized that this discovery enabled him to tum his life around.
The NORDINOBA Center For Dance (heretofore referred to as CFD) partnership
emerged from talks between Soulant and the Director of the New Orleans Recreation
Department. At the time, Soulant was the Artistic Director of the New Orleans Ballet
Ensemble, a short-lived performing group sustained by NOBA. Given Soulant and
NOBA's interests in developing dance outreach programs for children, and NORD's
commitment to serving the youth of New Orleans, a partnership between the 2
organizations seemed logical. The partnership was established with the mutual desire to
"empower children through the infusion of arts and humanities in their everyday lives
(Creative Communities, creativecommunitiesonline.org/partners)," by offering dance
instruction to youths at NORD centers throughout New Orleans (see Appendix 4 for
goals of the partnership). As the Amherst Wilder Foundation declares, a collaboration of
this kind must include "a commitment to mutual relationships and goals; a jointly
developed structure and shared responsibility; mutual authority and accountability for
success; and sharing resources and rewards (Mattesich, et aI., 13). Now in its twelfth
year, the NORDINOBA partnership clearly possesses all of these characteristics. The
CFD sustains dance programs at 5 NORD centers city wide (Appendix 5), and has
expanded into collaborations with Tulane University, Dillard University and the Housing
Authority of New Orleans (Hirsch, 2004). CFD students have been accepted into the
New Orleans Center for the Creative Arts as well as summer workshop programs with
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Dayton Contemporary Dance Company, The Ailey School Summer Dance Program, and
Dance Theater of Harlem.

Mission
The mission statement of the NORDINOBA Center for Dance is, "to make dance
accessible to culturally underserved inner city children and families of Orleans Parish
(Center for Dance, nobadance.com). Students in arts programs learn more than just a
craft; they also "learn to value effort and to get enjoyment and inspiration from the results
(Cortines, 6)." The CFD, as an arts program, endeavors not simply to teach students the
art of dance; rather, it also uses dance to impart life skills such as responsibility,
discipline, confidence, tolerance, and commitment. Through a variety of year-round
dance classes and summer programs, the Center For Dance strives to be "a place for
aspirations, self-expression, and positive role models (NORDINOBA Center For Dance,
1992)."

Programming
The CFD maintains 2 "tracks" of programming, the Open Track and the Talent
Track. Open Track programming offers free, year-round after-school and Saturday dance
classes for local youths, regardless of age or ability, at NORD Centers in Uptown,
Gentilly, Lakeview, West Bank, and Ninth Ward. The Talent Track (or Step-Up)
program, is a special Saturday pre-professional dance program housed at Tulane
University for talented students with a demonstrated commitment to dance. This
program is a more intensive course of study that gives students exposure to modern
dance, folk dance, choreography and other dance styles and subjects in addition to the
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core-curriculum of classical ballet. Step-Up students also have performance
opportunities in bi-annual concerts and the Moving Van Project, a multi-generational
ensemble that performs lecture/demonstrations in underserved areas of the community.
The CFD also offers a Mentor Program to assist students with personal
development needs (i.e. reviewing school grades or preparing college applications). The
program sponsors enriching field trips both in and out of state, and also matches students
with a local volunteer "mentor" who can offer professional guidance and support.
During the summer months, the CFD expands its programming by offering the
Footbridge Summer Intensive program, a 6-week dance workshop for serious young
students. The CFD also introduces a 3-week intensive version of the Moving Van Project
and continues free dance classes (Twilight Dance Camps) at all 5 NORD Centers.

Management Structure
The CFD maintains only one full time administrative staff member- Jermy
Thompson, the General Director. Ms. Thompson serves as the primary administrator and
development director for the entirety of CFD programs. In terms of the partnership, Ms.
Thompson communicates to the Cultural Programs Coordinator at NORD, who
subsequently reports to NORD's director. Ms. Thompson has one part-time
administrative assistant who assists mostly in site coordination. CFD artistic staff
includes the artistic director, 6 full time dance instructors, and one part-time instructor.
The artistic director manages all artistic needs including curriculum content and
performance development. Instructors are responsible for creating and teaching their
classes, and communicating site needs with the General and Artistic Directors.
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During the sununer, interns are hired to assist in the administration and
implementation of the increased programming. Intern positions include a Summer
Programs Coordinator, 2 On-Site Coordinators, and approximately 3 high-school
work/study interns. The CFD may also increase its teaching faculty as needed to
accommodate the needs of the Footbridge Sununer Intensive and the Moving Van
Project.

Budgeting and Funding
In the NORDINOBA partnership, each organization contributes approximately
$100,000 (Hirsch, 2004) per year. NORD provides the facilities (see appendix 5 for a
complete listing of centers and locations) and the funding to hire NORD Open Track and
Twilight faculty, while NOBA handles most of the administrative and development
needs. NOBA writes a series of grants to cover costs not shouldered by NORD including
costumes, equipment and supplies, guest artist residencies, and additional faculty. Grants
are typically submitted through Friends of NORD, NORD's private 501(c)(3) fundraising
and volunteer group. Corporate and private foundations (i.e. The Patrick F. Taylor
Foundation, Jazz and Heritage Foundation, Harrah's, and Wisner Foundation) and
governmental grants (i.e. National Endowment for the Arts, Southern Arts Federation,
and Louisiana Division of the Arts) provide a substantial source of funding for summer
programs when additional faculty, administrators and guest artists are hired. The CFD
also averages 4 or 5 individual donors per year; these individuals donate between $1000
$5,000 each (Hirsch, 2004). BRAVO, NOBA's fundraising arm, raises money to cover
tuition, room and board fees for CFD students selected for summer studies outside of
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New Orleans. The CFD also has a Booster Club for each CFD facility, where funds may
be donated to purchase any necessary supplies (i.e. sound equipment) for that particular
site.

Future Goals:
The organization has 3 primary future goals: to build a strategic plan, to increase
artistic capacity, and to standardize and update their dance curriculum (Hirsch, 2004).
Simply stated, a strategic plan enables an organization's directors to "articulate
their vision about where they are going, and choose the best road to take the organization
there (Allison, et ai., 185)." By creating a strategic plan, the CFD intends to unite all
staff and faculty behind clear goals and enable the organization to easier adapt to
environmental changes.
By increasing artistic capacity, the organization can reach a larger underserved
population with its programming. Plans include targeting new sites in New Orleans East,
the lower Ninth Ward, and the Treme neighborhood. In defining a standardized core
curriculum (with multi-level training tiers), the CFO can create a bridge to NOBA's other
educational programs (i.e. NOBA In Motion and Creative Communities) so that students
would have an easier transition moving from a more creative-movement curriculum into
a dance-based curriculum.
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CHAPTER TWO: THE INTERNSHIP

Description of Summer Programs

During the summer months, the CFD expands and diversifies its programming to
meet the increased needs of inner-city youths who, out of school on summer vacation,
need structured activities to sustain them until fall. The CFD offers the following five
programs to serve a variety of ages and abilities.

Footbridge Summer Intensive
A pre-professional, six-week dance intensive program for serious dance students
with demonstrated ability. The program is divided into 2 sessions (3 weeks each), both
of which culminate into public performances. Sessions are led by a hired guest artist or
dance company in residence who works daily with the students in technique and
choreography, all in preparation for the culminating performance. Students are divided
into 2 levels, Ensemble (advanced) and Senior Corps; both levels work 6 hours per day, 5
days per week. Students are selected by audition only, and must be between the ages of
10 and 18. Session 1 of summer 2004 featured an international dance workshop led by
local choreographers, performers, and CFD faculty skilled in folk dances. Students
worked in many styles of international dance including Brazilian and Afro-Caribbean,
Chinese Ribbon, French Can Can, and Spanish Flamenco. Their culminating
performance, Dances From Around the World, premiered at Tulane University's
McWilliams Hall to a packed house (see Appendix 6 for the program).
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Session 2 featured a guest artist residency by Urban Ballet Theater, a ballet
company from New York City. During the workshop, students studied intensively in
classical ballet technique and salsa technique, Urban Ballet Theater's 2 primary dance
styles. The session's culminating performance, a ballet entitled The Kid From Elysian

Fields, incorporated an extensive cast that included live performances by local musicians
(Soul Rebels Brass Band and Bamboula 2000), student musicians from NORD music
camps, young rappers from Lafitte Housing Development, and stilt walkers from the Zulu
Connection. Public performances premiered to sold out houses at Dillard University's
Cook Auditorium (see Appendix 7 for the program).

Footbridge Junior
An offshoot of the Footbridge Intensive program, Footbridge Junior is designed

for talented young dancers between the ages of 6 and 10. Junior students participate in
teclmique classes and rehearsals led by local CFD faculty and guest artists in residence
(whose level of involvement fluctuates depending on the artist), and usually perform a
small section in the Footbridge Intensive culminating performances. Junior Footbridge is
a six-week program coinciding with the Footbridge Intensive, however young Juniors
meet just 3 hours a day, 3 evenings per week. Junior dancers are also selected by
audition only.

The Moving Van Project
A newer program for the CFD, the Moving Van Project is a unique performing
ensemble of multi-generational dancers that includes serious, talented Center For Dance
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students, university dancers, and local professional dancers and choreographers. The
ensemble creates, rehearses and performs on-site lecture demonstrations in underserved
communities (i.e. public housing developments). The Moving Van Project runs during
the hiatus between the first and second sessions of the Footbridge Intensive. Participating
students range in age from 12-17; they must have demonstrated talent and commitment to
the art of dance, and must be invited to participate. During the summer, Moving Van
rehearsals are typically 3 hours per day for 2 weeks with performances 2-3 times per day
during the final third week.
This summer's repertoire featured choreography from the International Dance
workshop as well as works that bore a "New Orleans" or "southern" theme (see
Appendix 12.7 for a description of the works).

Twilight Summer Dance Camps
These camps are simply the summer version of the Open Track program. Over
the nine-week summer, free dance classes are offered to youths at all 5 NORD centers.
Classes can include beginning, intermediate and advanced levels of ballet, tap, modem,
and folk dance. Classes meet twice per week and unlike the Footbridge and Moving Van
programs, enrollment is open to any young person interested in dance, regardless of
ability_ Guest artists in residence with the Footbridge Intensive often teach guest classes
at the Twilight Dance Camps, and Twilight dancers may even be incorporated into
Footbridge performances. This summer, these youths were integrated into the public
performance of Dances From Around the World and the Open Studio performance of The

Kid From Elysian Fields.
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I

Internship Duties

(
The intern served as the Summer Programs Coordinator for the NORDINOBA
Center for Dance, working closely with General Director Jenny Thompson to plan,
implement, and supervise all of the above-mentioned summer programs. The following
were the intern's key duties.

Planning
Planning began in May, the month preceding the commencement of activities,
although some preliminary communication and preparation occurred during the prior year
due to the anticipated large scale of the Footbridge summer session. During the first 2
weeks of the internship, the intern's planning process included interviewing potential
interns for the Site Coordinator positions, determining policy, procedure and job
descriptions, creating program curriculum and activities, devising a master schedule for
the summer, and preparing registration and general information packets for students and
families. Once a general summer strategy was devised, more specific planning was
developed for each individual program.

Managing Logistics
As the immediate supervisor of all of the programs, the intern's primary goal was
to ensure that each day was a smooth progression of events. Given the variety of
programs and the large number of participants (students, parents, faculty, guest artists in
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residence, CFD, NOBA, and NORD staff, and site hosts) in proportion to CFD's small
administrative staff, day to day logistical issues abounded. Logistics management
included coordinating and revising schedules, arranging transportation, addressing site
and participant needs, monitoring the budget and maintaining conununication between all
of the summer program participants.

Serving as the Key Liaison
Efficient communication is critical to the successful execution of summer
programs. The intern was the communication link between the sites of the programs and
the CFD, NOBA and NORD administrators as well as conununity partners, collaborators,
and key outreach beneficiaries including the Housing Authority of New Orleans, Essence
Festival, New Orleans Recreation Department, and New Orleans Public Schools.
Considering the scale of community partners and collaborators involved in the Urban
Ballet Theater residency, the intern spent a great deal of time addressing the needs of
these participants.

Generating Press and Media Coverage
Public relations are critical to sustaining and building a nonprofit organization:
"Public relations can affect an agency's funding. It can make a difference in attracting
volunteers, educating the public, influencing decisions, providing recognition, generating
enthusiasm and stimulating client involvement (Martinez et aI., 64). Throughout the
summer, the intern worked to create and secure media coverage in order to:

• Generate attendance for CFD public performances (and hence, produce revenue) .
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•
•

•

Broadcast the opportunity to see free or affordable dance to an underserved and
minority public.
Raise community awareness of the CFD and its free/affordable programming for
New Orleans youths.
Show the positive impact that programs such as the CFD have on youths in the
community.

The intern assisted in creating press releases to impart the above (Appendices 13.1
13.2), and targeted specific medias depending on the program or performance being
promoted and the desired reach and demographic of the selected media. For example:

•

•
•

•

The CFD approached the West Bank ann of the Times Picayune newspaper for an
article about the Moving Van Project since several of the participants were West
Bank residents; the newspaper responded with an article about the program
(Appendix 8).
Information about the Moving Van Project was sent to local news station
WWLTV's Eye on Education series, which highlights students continuing their
education during the summer; the station featured a news story on the program.
The CFD targeted local radio station WWOZ, a popular "New Orleans Roots
(wwoz.com)" music radio station, for press regarding The Kid From Elysian
Fields since the performance incorporated live and recorded music by local
musicians; the station granted 2 separate interviews with the musicians and
dancers in the production.
The CFD sent the Times Picayune's Hispanic columnist Ana Gershanik a press
release about Urban Ballet Theater's residency since the company has many
Latino dancers; Ms. Gershanik highlighted the company and upcoming
performance in her weekly column.

Coordinating Outreach Services
Because of their performance components, Footbridge and the Moving Van
Project were logical programs to focus on for incorporating outreach initiatives to benefit
the community. Culminating Footbridge performances were prefaced by Open Studios,
an outreach service for youths in summer programs and day camps throughout the city.
As a field trip, these students can observe a dress rehearsal and accompanying
lecture/demonstration by the Footbridge dancers and guest artists in residence. A
significant task of the intern's was to seek out underserved audiences and coordinate their
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attendance. The intern also developed study guides to accompany the performances
(Appendix 12.7). Targeted programs included New Orleans Public Schools' ADEPT
camps, NORD, YWCA, HANO, Upward Bound, Volunteers of America, Urban League,
Ashe Cultural Center, and YMCA.
The Moving Van Project's purpose, to (physically) bring dance and the arts into
communities that are underserved, is inherently outreach driven. Because the Project is
perfonned at the audience's home base, a major task for the intern was seeking out camps
and community centers interested and able to host perfonnances. Once host sites were
identified, the intern created a master schedule of perfonnances and coordinated all
transportation and scheduling needs (see Appendix 9 for the performance schedule). The
ensemble performed 9 shows in 5 days at locations in Gentilly, New Orleans East, West
Bank, Treme, and Lakeview. Moving Van was also a featured performer at Essence
Festival's student outreach concert.

Supervising Summer Interns
The intern supervised 5 paid interns including 2 On-Site Coordinators and 3
Center For Dance work-study interns. With the General Director, the intern interviewed
and hired the On-Site Coordinators, created their job description (Appendix 10.2), and
oversaw their perfonnance of duties. The Site Coordinators, as the primary supervisors
of activities at the physical sites, were an integral part of the summer program and served
as the "right arm" of the intern. These individuals acted as liaisons to the intern by
communicating all student, parent, guest artist and site host needs, and executing any
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administrative needs on site for the CFD and NOBA administrators. They also served as
the immediate supervisors of the CFD Work/Study Step Up interns.
Step Up interns were high-school aged workshop participants who received
hourly pay for performing light administrative duties while participating as students in
the summer programs. Their key tasks included morning check-in, lunch monitoring,
afternoon checkout, light paperwork, and serving as role models to the younger program
participants (Appendix 10.3).

Implementing a National Endowment for the Arts Grant
In 2004, the CFD was one of 10 sites in the nation selected to receive a $25,000
pilot grant from the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA). The grant funded the
development and implementation of evaluation tools that would gage student progress in
the CFD Footbridge Summer Intensive program (Appendix 16). The intern collaborated
closely with the General Director and NOBA Programming Manager to:
•
•
•

Determine skills to measure
Create measurement tools
Devise a logical measurement schedule

In collaboration with the General Director and NOBA Programming Manager, the
intern helped to develop a series of surveys and an evaluation forms for measurement
purposes (Appendices 11. 7-11.11). Throughout the summer, the CFD administrators
communicated with West Ed, the nonprofit research, development, and service agency
hired by the NEA to assist all pilot sites with the implementation of the grant. The
administrators also collaborated with Susan Koff, Ed.D., a local expert in dance
education, dance curriculum and data assessment.
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CHAPTER 3: MANAGEMENT CHALLENGE

The primary deterrent to the smooth administration of the CFD summer programs
is that planning is insufficient for the range and intensity of programs offered. Since the
CFD can financially support only one year-round, full-time administrative employee (the
General Director, who also doubles as the Development Director), there is simply not
enough manpower or time for thorough planning before summer programs begin. Lack
of planning creates a plague of unanticipated logistical issues throughout the run of
sununer programming, and paid sununer interns end up spending most of their time
handling them. Interns, then, are not used to their fullest potential, nor are the funds that
were budgeted to hire them. This chain reaction caused by insufficient planning will
inevitably create a status quo situation from year to year, thus hindering organizational
and programming growth.
The General Director of the CFD, Jenny Thompson, is a remarkable woman who
spends inordinate amounts of time developing and administrating CFD programs and
securing funding for them. That the Center was one of only 10 sites in the nation
awarded an NEA pilot grant speaks of her expertise and dedication. However, she is only
one person, and one person alone cannot run the Center if programming continues to
steadily increase. In the sununer of 2004, for instance, the introduction of the Moving
Van Project as a new program added 3 extra weeks on to the sununer schedule. This,
combined with the demands of implementing the new NEA grant, created a great deal
more planning and effort than in summers past. Ms. Thompson, as one person, is limited
by the amount of summer planning she can perform during the year; administrative and
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development needs for year-round programming must take precedence during that time.
But unfortunately, budget constraints prohibit the Center from hiring additional year
round paid staff. Relief for Ms. Thompson only arrives in late spring, when
programming and participants are about to double and interns are hired to assist with
increased administrative demands. Assistance, though, is needed much earlier so that
adequate planning for summer can occur. But at present, lack of funding prevents the
hiring of extra staff during the year. As a result, the CFD is behind schedule in mid
May, when the start date for summer programs looms large.
The two-week period in mid to late May before summer programs begin, also
when key interns (Summer Programs Coordinator and On-Site Coordinators) start their
internships, is precisely where summer planning starts off on the wrong foot. During
this time summer plans are unfortunately just beginning to take shape. Interns, then, do
not have a "big picture" to use as a reference point before jumping into the start of
activities. Since no summer plans are concrete, their orientations consist only of a series
of meetings with the General Director to discuss job descriptions and a general summer
outline. These conversations, though helpful, do not adequately prepare the interns to
handle their jobs; they are not given tools (i.e. general forms, procedural instructions,
policy information) or a set plan to guide them through their tasks. Once programs start,
logistical problems obviously pile up due to a lack of planning, and interns spend most of
their time trying to manage them. Had they been given a clear plan and the
corresponding tools to implement it earlier, interns could have handled logistics easily
and efficiently, thus freeing up their time for more important tasks.
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Another problem caused by insufficient planning is a general lack of
understanding between the artistic staff and the administrative staff. Due to time
constraints, CFD administrators and teaching faculty rarely meet to discuss summer
programs until the first day of activities, the most inopportune time to do so considering
all that happens on that day (registration, orientation, and placement classes). Without a
proper meeting ahead of time, the artistic staff can hardly be wel1 informed about summer
plans much less understand the administrative efforts behind summer programs or the
reasons for certain administrative procedures. As a result of being uniformed, the faculty
may perform administrative tasks hastily or carelessly, which can have negative
consequences on the outcome of summer programs. For instance, CFD faculty had the
responsibility of performing the student evaluations for the NEA grant based on scoring
criteria developed by CFD administrators. However, CFD administrators did not clearly
communicate the purposes of the grant or the importance of the evaluations to the faculty.
Due to the miscommunication, some faculty carelessly fil1ed out evaluation forms. Some
forms were incomplete or blank. Others were modified to include different criteria. All
of these actions caused a discrepancy in the scores reported to the NEA and worse,
decreased the validity of the data collected from the summer programs. This situation
could have been avoided had CFD administrators had time to plan a meeting with faculty
to discuss summer programs and the importance of the NEA grant.
Inadequate planning also affected the productivity of summer work/study interns.
These 16-17 year old students received an hourly wage for 20 hours of work per week to
assist with check in/check out, lunch duty, distributing forms, and acting as role models
to the students (Appendix 10.3).

Like CFD teaching faculty, these interns also did not
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have an opportunity to meet with administrative staff about their summer duties until the
first day of Footbridge; again, a most inopportune time. Since they were also students in

\

the program, these interns were already distracted by the excitement of the first day.
Coupled with the fact that CFD administrators were preoccupied by registration and
orientation demands, the first day meeting was certainly rushed and ineffective. As a
result, the interns never did understand the importance of their positions nor the effort
expected from them. Throughout the summer, the interns poorly executed their duties.
They were excessively absent and perpetually tardy, and at times even had to be
disciplined for bad behavior during class. Surprisingly, their substandard performance,
though noticed, went largely uncorrected. The Site Coordinators, bogged down with
handling logistics (caused by a lack of planning) were too overwhelmed to be able to
constantly monitor them. And anyway, there was no planned procedure for excusing a
work/study intern for nonperformance of duties. Therefore, the CFD wasted budgeted
money paying interns for a summer of second-rate work. And sadly, the work/study
interns never gained any sense of responsibility or accomplishment from their work.
Until comprehensive planning can occur, the progress of summer programs will
continue to be hindered by a variety of logistical problems that arise as a consequence of
poor preparation. Summer planning should create a "big picture" that all employees,
whether administrators or artists, can understand. A solid plan improves employees'
understanding of an organization's purpose, which leads to "an increased level of
commitment to the organization and its goals (Allison, et aI., 7)." When a common
understanding of goals is reached, employees can start on the same page. Productivity
will increase because employees will spend less time questioning each other and more
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time acting. Planning empowers employees; it provides them with a sense of direction
that will guide them toward acting in the best interests of the program. At present, there
is simply no time for adequate summer planning, and hence no "big picture" to unite
CFD summer artists and administrators toward a common goal. Consequently, precious
time and resources are wasted mucking through day-to day tasks, while communication
barriers between artistic and administrative staff further complicate matters. The end
product adversely affects the stability of the Center; inefficient use of employees means
inefficient use of funding. The Center simply cannot sustain its free programming for
New Orleans youths unless it allocates its limited funding wisely.
Meanwhile, despite a lack of paid administrative staff members, the Center For
Dance summer programs surprisingly continue to develop and expand; truthfully, though,
there is little to suggest that the current administrative team of one individual can
administrate these new programs alone. The following chapter proposes several solutions
to alleviating conflicts caused by a lack of manpower and a lack of planning through
developing the organization's current resources. However, the CFD may also benefit
from looking to resources within the New Orleans community that are specifically geared
toward fostering the growth of local nonprofit arts organizations (see Appendix 17 for a
discussion of the Entergy Arts Business Center incubator).
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CHAPTER 4: SOULTIONS TO THE MANAGEMENT CHALLENGE

Building Manpower

The CFD needs more administrative manpower, especially if the organization
intends to increase its programs. Yet, funds are simply unavailable to hire more
employees. A simple step to mitigate the effects of this problem is to develop the current
CFD parent volunteer base. A dedicated group of volunteers can assist administratively
to prepare for summer and alleviate a degree of paid employees' workload. Volunteers
" ... perform jobs that contribute substantially not only to the internal operations of the
agency but also the delivery of goods and services to clients and constituents. Although
these citizens are not compensated monetarily, their donations of time and talents can
drastically affect the efficiency and effectiveness of the organization ... (Brudney, 329)."
The end result of establishing a strong volunteer group is that Ms. Thompson has a
greater support network and a stronger base from which to begin summer planning.

Developing the Parent Volunteer Base
CFD parents are an excellent resource to develop into active volunteers.
Programs already demand parental involvement. For example, program registration
forms contain a detailed contract for both parent and child to read, discuss and sign

together (Appendix 11.5). In it, parents agree to assist their child in carrying out their
dance responsibilities to the best of their ability; they also agree to demonstrate
commitment and support to the CFD. The CFD considers itself a "family," and new
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parents are quick to understand that their involvement improves the quality of
programming and, hence, the experiences their children have in dance.

Parents have

proven to be an invaluable resource over the years. Several dedicated mothers act as
"Ambassador Moms" on behalf of the CFD by monitoring students when needed,
assisting with transportation needs, ushering at CFD performances, assisting with cast
parties and personally supplying food and beverages, and even stocking refrigerators for
guest artists living in donnitories during summer residencies. Their dedication is
undeniable, and certainly reliable. These indications imply that parents are an excellent
source from which to create a strong, active volunteer base.

In the summer of 2004, CFD administrators made a first attempt to strengthen and
upgrade the parent volunteer base (beyond the 2-3 regular volunteer mothers) by
including a parent volunteer sign-up sheet (Appendix 11.6) with registration packets.
The fonn listed 6 different tasks with varying levels of work involved, and parents could
check off tasks that they were able to perform. The response was strong, and virtually
every parent signed up for at least one volunteer activity because there was such a range
of simple duties. The CFD clearly has a wealth of volunteer potential to develop from its
parent base; it is here that efforts should be focused to build administrative manpower in
a cost efficient manner.
The key to developing a more effective parent volunteer group is to structure it.
The first step is to establish a leader, or Parent Volunteer Coordinator, whose primary
duties would be coordinating volunteer tasks, generating volunteers, delegating
responsibility, and serving as the liaison between the CFD administrators and the parent
volunteers. The CFD should look to its Ambassador Moms to supply a candidate for this
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position. These women typically have had children in the CFD for years; they are very
familiar with programs and procedures as well as staff, faculty, and even returning guest
artists in residence. Ambassador Moms are also active with the CFD during the year;
therefore, they can begin sununer preparations early.
The key duties of the Parent Volunteer Coordinator should be to identify swnmer
tasks and needs, generate volunteers, and delegate duties. A proposed list of tasks
includes:

• Assisting with transportation needs
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Monitoring students on site as needed
Chaperoning (new task)
Scheduling and coordinating student/parent/teacher conferences (new task)
Compiling student t-shirt sizes and placing t-shirt orders (new task)
Ushering, backstage and boutique assistance during performances
Plarming cast parties and securing food and beverages
Researching price quotes (for supplies, equipment, etc.) (new task)

The Parent Volunteer Coordinator can begin generating parent volunteers at the
Footbridge Intensive auditions during the year. Parent Ambassador Volunteer Forms can
be included with audition registration forms, and the parent of any child accepted can be
contacted accordingly. By the time Footbridge Orientation and Registration occurs (the
first day of Footbridge), the Coordinator should already have a strong volunteer group
formed.
The Coordinator can then use Footbridge Orientation to recruit any new parents and
hold a Volunteer Group meeting, since parents are present anyway to attend the
orientation. At this meeting, the Coordinator can gather all contact information,
distribute lists of duties, and begin delegating jobs to the volunteers.
By creating the parent volunteer group early and establishing a clear leader, the
CFD will have a stronger, more capable base of manpower to assist in administrating
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summer programs. The volunteer group can also alleviate some of the more mundane
duties of swnmer interns, thus freeing them to concentrate on more weighing tasks.

Summer Plarming

The 2 week period in mid-May just prior to the beginning of summer programs is
a critical opportunity for intensive planning, and should be maximized to its fullest. The
best way that the General Director can mitigate the problems caused by insufficient
planning is to hold a series of intensive meetings/orientations with key summer interns,
CFD teaching faculty, and swnmer work/study interns over the course of these 2 weeks
to:

•
•
•
•

Discuss summer programs and the timeline of activities
Clarify the CFD mission and objectives for summer programs
Identify key administrative procedures and explain their importance
Review job descriptions

These meetings will ensure that all active administrators and faculty start on the same
page, and have a clear idea of what to anticipate when summer programs begin. This
should drastically reduce the inefficiencies caused by rushed meetings on the first day of
programming, and misunderstandings caused by poor communication.

Summer Programs Coordinator/Site Coordinators Orientation
As the fundamental administrators of the summer programs, this group of interns
must have a clear vision of the summer programs before the activities actually begin, and

receive the basic tools to perform the duties expected of them. In the intern's 2 years of
experience working with the CFD (2003 Site Coordinator, 2004 Summer Programs
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Coordinator), the most basic tool she needed on both occasions but never had was simply,
a Summer Intern Handbook. This handbook should be designed as a reference and
source book for all new interns, who should be given a copy to review after being hired.
At the orientation, the General Director can then go through the handbook with the
interns to explain the integrated information and clarify any procedural or administrative
tasks, using forms and related paperwork from the manual as a reference. The interns,
then, can glean an immediate sense of what their job duties entail and be more productive
as a result. The handbook should be divided into the following sections, and contain the
following information.
Intern Job Descriptions: "Job descriptions can be straightjackets, or they can

be the building blocks of an efficient organization, encouraging appropriate creativity
(Lord, 2)." Due to the size of CFD summer programs and the number of administrative
needs that arise on daily basis, summer interns must have a clear job description to stay
on top of their tasks. They should also know their supervisors' tasks to understand and
work efficiently in the chain of command. Therefore, the intern summer handbook
should first contain a complete listing of the job descriptions of the Summer Programs
Coordinator, Site Coordinator and Step Up intern (appendices 10.1-10.3).
Standard Forms: Many standard forms are used from year to year, and even

multiple times throughout the summer. The intern should have all of these forms
consolidated and easily available for copying and distributing at the site. They include:

• Telephone Reply Form (Appendix 11.1)
• Footbridge Orientation & Registration Instruction Form (Appendix 11.2)
• Student Registration Form (Appendix 11.3)
• NORDINOBA Center For Dance Rules & Regulations (Appendix 11.4)
• StudentJParent Contract (Appendix 11.5)

• Parent Volunteer Form (Appendix 11.6)
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• Surveys, Evaluation Forms, and Scoring Definitions (Appendices 11.7-11.12)
• Basic Dance Terminology and History Forms (Appendices 11.13-11.14)
• Performance Attendance Confirmation Form (Appendix 11.15)
• Fee Payment Memo (Appendix 11.16)
• Time Sheet (Appendix 11.17)
Sample Forms: So much of a CFD summer intern's job is creating forms, schedules,
surveys, and informational materials. The handbook should contain the following sample
forms for the intern to use as a compositional reference:

• General Footbridge Information and Schedule Form (Appendix 12.1)
• Footbridge First Day Form (Appendix 12.2)
• Photo Release and Permission Slip for Transportation (Appendix 12.3)
• Master Schedule (Appendix 12.4)
• Individual Session Schedule (Appendix 12.5)

• Correspondence regarding theater needs (Appendix 12.6)
• Study Guide (for lec/dem performances and Open Studios) (Appendix 12.7)
•

Student Reflections and Insights Form (Appendix 12.8)

Media Kit: CFD interns are responsible for generating press and media for programs
and performances. The handbook should contain the information below to facilitate the
composition and distribution of press materials:

•
•

Sample Press Release (Appendix 13.1)
Sample Media Advisory (Appendix 13.2)

General Contact Lists: Communication is key in summer programs. Therefore,
consolidated, comprehensive lists of common CFD contacts would be an invaluable
addition to the handbook. Contact lists should include:

• CFD Administrative Staff, CFD Faculty, NOBA and NORD Staff
• Common Community Partners (i.e. HANO, Tulane and Dillard Universities)
• Host Facilities
• Common Outreach Initiative Recipients (i.e. New Orleans Public Schools,
Upward Bound, Urban League, YWCA)

• Press Contact List (listing all press contact names, fax numbers, phone numbers
•

and addresses)
Vendors (i.e. transportation providers, boxed lunch caterers, silk screeners,
printers)
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Summer Timeline: A general timeline of activities will enable the interns to execute
appropriate administrative measures in a timely fashion to prepare for any upcoming
activities and events. The timeline should be delineated by month and include:

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

All ongoing programs, including registration and performance dates
Arrival of guest artists
Dormitory set up and break down
Cast parties and Student/Parent/Teacher Conferences
Student Evaluations
Community Master Classes with Guest Artists in Residence
Deadlines for press releases, fee payments, gathering concert program
information, placing t-shirt orders

Diskette and Pre-paid Copy Card: The handbook should include a diskette
containing soft copies of all of the above-mentioned documents so that the intern can
adapt documents or make editions as needed. Since the Site Coordinators will need to
make frequent copies, the CFD should purchase a pre-paid copy card for them.
The handbook will enable the interns to work much more independently. By merging
all of the information into one place, an intern can gather information quickly and
efficiently. This will allow them to begin a step ahead of the start of summer activities.
As the Summer Programs Coordinator, the intern frequently wasted time tracking down
sample compositional material from the General Director, or asking her to proofread
distributional materials. As a Site Coordinator the previous year, she was dependent
upon a NOBA administrative assistant to provide her with standard forms from the
downtown office because there was no collection of forms on site. The above handbook
should eliminate these types of problems and increase intern productivity.
Also pivotal to the summer intern orientation is a discussion of the CFD mission
statement and objectives of summer programs, to be elaborated upon in the discussion of
faculty orientations below.
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Faculty Orientation
A faculty orientation with CFD administration is crucial to ensuring that both
sides' needs are communicated so that a mutual understanding is reached before
programs start. A faculty orientation should have a communication focus, and the
following should be thoroughly discussed:
Description and Objectives of Summer Programs: CFD programs emphasize

teaching students life skills in addition to teaching them dance tecllllique. From the
intern's own experience as a dance instructor, it is easy to overemphasize dance
technique in a dance program. Instructors would benefit from an overview of the CFD
mission and its objectives for students in the summer programs. They will have a
refreshed sense of their responsibilities as an instructor and can adopt a broader approach
to teaching that is more in line with the CFD mission.
Discussion of Grant Implementation: Grants funds are critical to the financial

stability of the CFD. As result, grant implementation must be executed carefully and
systematically in order to ensure future funding from the source. Faculty can directly and
indirectly affect grant implementation because they have direct contact with students, the
grant's ultimate beneficiaries. Hence, faculty need to be made aware of any summer
grants, the purpose and goals of the grant, and the importance of any administrative
procedures that will be performed to implement the grant. This will reduce any potential
errors or inefficiency caused by a lack of understanding.
Anticipated Administrative Needs: The Footbridge Intensive is the most

elaborate program of the summer. As a result, the needs of the Twilight Sites, and even
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the smaller Footbridge Junior program, are overlooked in its shadow. CFD faculty
should have an opportunity to convey their anticipated needs for the sununer before the
start of programs. The administration should also report anticipated administrative
procedures to the faculty so that they are prepared to make any necessary schedule
adjustments. Faculty and administration can then begin on the same page, and
acconunodate one another's needs with a shared sense of understanding.
Student Evaluations: Student evaluations are a valuable tool to measure student

progress in programs. However, as mentioned in chapter 3, ifnot performed carefully,
they produce inaccurate data. Faculty and administrative staff should discuss at length
the process, scoring system, and criteria used to evaluate students (Appendix 11.11).
And, most importantly, CFD faculty must impart that evaluations are valuable measures
of mission fulfillment. Communicating this information early on will reduce errors on
evaluation forms and authenticate results.
With faculty and administration on the same page, efforts can focus on defining
the role of the Work/Study Step Up Intern.

Work/Study Step Up Intern Orientation
The Step Up intern orientation with the General Director, Sununer Programs
Coordinator and On-Site Coordinators, will focus on communicating job descriptions,
staff expectations, a rewards/consequences system (based upon intern performance), and
developing goals. As mentioned in chapter 3, these individuals need time before the start
of programs to learn their job descriptions and understand the performance standard
expected of them. The position can be a chance for personal growth and enrichment, and
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an opportunity to find self-confidence and pride in one's abilities. The goal of this
meeting is to lay the foundation for both the CFD and the intern to derive a substantial
benefit from the internship experience. Their orientation should address the following:

Job Descriptions and Expectations: A thorough, duty-by-duty discussion of the
intern's job description with heavy emphasis on acting as a role model to other students
(see attachment 01.3 for Step Up Intern job description). It is important to impart that the
position is one of privilege awarded only through hard work, dedication and
responsibility, and one that all students should aspire to.

Description of CFD Objectives and Summer Programs: Work/study interns
should also understand the mission of the Center For Dance and the goals of the summer
programs. This will give them guidance, insight and a sense of greater responsibility as
they perform their summer duties.

RewardlPenalty System: As mentioned in chapter 3, current procedures do not
exist to reward interns for their hard work or penalize them for poor performance.
Reward options should be dance-based, and mesh with the objectives of summer
programs. One such reward could be the opportunity to develop a piece of choreography
for the Moving Van Project. A simple penalty system, and one that the Center employs
for students with behavioral problems, is the "3 Strikes" system. After 3 instances of
poor performance, a student is simply dismissed from hislher internship. Step Up interns
should be clearly informed of the existence of both systems, and encouraged to find the
right path.

Goals of the Intern: During the orientation, each intern should develop a set of
goals based upon what they aspire to gain from their internship. Interns should be
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instructed to create weekly journal entries detailing experiences that relate to goal
fulfillment. By creating a personal mission and revisiting it each week, the interns should
have a clearer focus, which should enable them to be more productive and helpful in their
positions as administrators, role models, and students in the CFD summer programs.
By giving shape to their roles, Step Up interns should feel empowered by a
greater sense of responsibility in the summer programs. Their productivity should
increase, and the CFD will be using budgeted funds wisely by supporting these interns'
efforts.

Program Wrap-Up

A current practice, and one that deserves more development, is a wrap-up meeting
between the General Director, Summer Programs Coordinator, and the Site Coordinators
at the close of summer activities. The administration of the summer programs should be
discussed at length including all successes, conflicts, inefficiencies, strengths and
weaknesses. A brainstorming session should focus on developing assets, providing
solutions for conflicts, and identifying missed opportunities to delegate tasks along the
chain of command. The close of summer is an ideal time to plan for the next;
experiences are still fresh, tasks are finished, and attitudes are generally positive after a
summer of hard, gratifying work.
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CHAPTER 5: INTERN CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE NORDfNOBA CENTER
FOR DANCE

Short Tenn Contributions

Over the course of Footbridge, the intern made concentrated efforts to increase
and strengthen communication with faculty and parents by distributing infonnative
memos (Appendix 14) over the course of activities. From her experiences in the
previous summer, the intern compiled the most common questions and subjects of
confusion into a series of brief memos that addressed scheduling, contact infonnation,
general policies, directions to sites, performance and ticket information, cast parties, and
student/parent/teacher conferences. The memos also served as reminders of important
upcoming dates, deadl ines and schedule changes. As a result of being well infonned,
parents and faculty were prepared and timely throughout the summer. Abrupt schedule
and site changes were managed easily, and procedures were followed willingly. Simple
memos are an easy way to maintain communication with participants in programs as
large as Footbridge. The system should be applied in future summers.
Another communication device implemented by the intern (in collaboration with
the Site Coordinators) was a daily, 5-10 minute "company meeting" for students in the
Footbridge Program. These developed into opportunities to distribute and discuss any
memos and program needs, anJ10unce any scheduling changes or upcoming events,
elaborate on journal assignments, and communicate any questions or conflicts. In the
past, company meetings were only held as needed to communicate information. By
establishing the meeting as part of each day's activities, students became more aware of
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the "big picture." They could better communicate upcoming events to their families, and
were more prepared over the course of activities. Student efficiency leads to program
efficiency; therefore, daily company meetings are beneficial to both students and the
Center For Dance.
One contribution made by the intern that deserves further development is the
advanced ticket system she devised for public performances (Appendix 15). The CFD
anticipated an enormous audience for its public performances of The Kid From Elysian

Fields. This performance was created through Urban Ballet Theater's (UBT) residency
with the students, and featured performances by both VBT and the students. The
performances had been marketed on television, radio, and in newspapers, and the
complimentary ticket list was extensive (public officials, granting agencies, etc). The
concern however, was that given the small capacity of the theater, families of students
would have difficulty securing seats. Additionally, since the performance featured a
professional dance company, ticket prices were charged for the event (to help cover the
expenses of hiring the guest artists). Another concern, then, was that large families
would be unable afford the cost of tickets. Although the CFD is designed to benefit
underserved students and their families, these were exactly the individuals being shut out
by programming demands.

In collaboration with the General Director and the NOBA

Box Office Manager, the intern created a discounted, advanced ticket order system
especially for Center for Dance students, where families could purchase tickets until a
specified deadline. The intern gave families ample notice and encouraged them to use
the system. By performance time, the effort proved very successful. However, the
system should be restructured for greater efficiency. For instance, the incorporation of
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student complimentary tickets into the advanced ticket system was cumbersome and
inefficient. The Box Office Manager and Summer Programs Coordinator need to
develop a simpler method.

Long Term Contribution

The intern's most significant contribution to the NORDINOBA Center For Dance
was defining and developing the roles of the Summer Programs Coordinator and On Site
Coordi nators.
As the 2003 On-Site Coordinator for the Center For Dance (to fulfill an Arts
Administration Practicum requirement), the intern was given a very general job
description on the first day of activities. Although a useful reference, the intern spent
most of her summer addressing tasks as they arose. Although not the most efficient
method of working, as emphasized throughout this report, no other option existed. In
early spring of the following year, the intern, in preparation for her upcoming supervisory
role as the 2004 Summer Programs Coordinator, created a comprehensive job description
for the Footbridge On-Site Coordinator position (Appendix 10.2). This was used to
advertise the internship locally and nationally, and served as the basis for interviewing
potential interns for the position. Two interns were hired to share the single position, and
their duties were expanded over the course of the summer to include assisting in dance
instruction. Although the job description should be updated to include this portion of the
internship, the administrative duties created and developed by the intern are still
applicable, and should continue to define the position for years to come.
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As the first Swnmer Programs Coordinator in the organization's history the
following year, the intern again lacked a clearly defined job description. To identify her
role, the intern reflected on her experiences as a Site Coordinator, and on her
understanding of the overall administrative needs of summer programs. Recognizing that
new summer interns needed an experienced administrator to oversee their duties, and that
faculty and community partners needed a strong point person from the Center For Dance,
the intern's primary duties as the Summer Coordinator became supervising summer
interns, serving as a liaison for community partners, collaborators, and faculty, and
coordinating the administrative needs of these individuals and the programs themselves
(Appendix 10.1). The position, now clear, will be further defined in the spring of2005,
when the intern will return as a short-tenn consultant to help prepare new interns for their
jobs. All of the job descriptions for summer interns should be evaluated yearly and
adapted as needed to reflect any changes in programrping or expansion of duties.
However, the intern provided a strong foundation from which to proceed.
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Appendix 1: New Orleans Ballet Association Past Performances
2003/2004
Paul Taylor Dance Company
Ballet Folklorico de Mexico
Rennie Harris Puremovement
MOMIX
Miami City Ballet

1997/98
Lim6n Dance Company
Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre
Maria Benitez Teatro Flamenco
Complexions
Balletto di Toscana
Tharp! Twyla Tharp
Urban Bush Women

2002/2003
Ailey II
Mark Morris Dance Group
Complexions
Grupo Corpo Brazilian Dance Theatre
The Joffrey Ballet of Chicago
Pilobolus Dance Theatre

1996/97
Ballet Folklorico de Mexico
SankaiJuku
Ballet Florida
Philadanco
Jazz Tap Ensemble of Los Angeles
Oakland Ballet
MOMIX

2001/2002
Dance Theatre of Harlem
Ronald K. BrownJEvidence
Doug Varone and Dancers
Miami City Ballet
Trinity Irish Dance Company
PerksDanceMusicTheater

1995/96
Elisa Monte Dance
North Carolina Dance Theatre
Houston Ballet
Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Company
Pilobolus Dance Theatre

2000/2001
Main Stage Series
Julio Bocca and Ballet Argentino
Sydney Dance Company
Garth Fagan Dance
Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater
Compania Nacional de Danza
Dance Institute Artists in Residence
Liz Lerman Dance Exchange
Pilobolus Too
Muna Tseng
American Repertory Dance Company

1994/95
Ballet West
LINES Contemporary Ballet
Dance Brazil
Paul Taylor Dance Company
MOMIX
1993/94
Ballet Nacional de Caracas
MOMIX
Joseph Holmes Chicago Dance Theatre
Royal Winnipeg Ballet

1999/2000
Bolshoi/The Classical Collection
The Parsons Dance Company
MOMIX
Dayton Contemporary Dance Company
o Vertigo
Les Grands Ballets Canadiens
Trinity Irish Dance Company
PerksDanceMusicTheater

1992/93
Louisville Ballet
Ballet Folklorico de Mexico
The Washington Ballet
Ballet Concierto de Puerto Rico
Garth Fagan Dance

1998/99
Ballet Hispanico
BalletMet
Donald Byrd/The Group
Sydney Dance Company
Pilobolus Dance Theatre
Pilobolus Too

1991/92
CincinnatilNew Orleans City Ballet
Ballet Hispanico
Lar Lubovitch Dance Company
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Appendix 2: 2003/2004 NOBA Board of Directors

2004-2005

Officers
Chalr

Secretary

Cecile Gibson

Constance VVillems

Vice Chalr

Treasurer

Cynthia LeBreton

Guy P. &ierre

Members
Michael D. Allday
Karen Beck-Zollinger
Maria Bonilla
Patricia &inson
Jacquee Carvin
William Coates
Peggy Cole
Barry J Cooper Jr.
Gregory Curtis
John M.Duck
Justin Epps
Richard Fossier
Cathy M. Green
Dr. Bernard M. Jaffe
Theron Lewis
Dr. Henrynne A Louden

Dr. E. Ralph Lupin
Heidi McDonald
Christie Mintz
Joseph P. Monroe
Vv. Terrence Mooney
Max Moreno

Tiffany J. !.Aiken OestreIcher
Michael Rivault
NOrd Scheller
Barbara G. Spencer
Rosalyn Ditta Weinstein
Lifetime Members
Nancy O'Connell
Phyllis M.Taylor
Betty Wisdom

froot ~ (l 10 A): (.Ihy G",o, (hrilli, lIi.1I, JOItph P. 1I0.,oe, Non 1<11,11", K",. B,d-Zolli.g". Bad< 80w (l 10 8): (!Ol, GiblOO, Grtgory Curtis,
II.. 1I0reoo

lIan. Booill~ Guy Bri,m,

NEW OfUEANS ' .... LLEr ASSOCIATION
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Appendix 3: New Orleans Ballet Association Community Partners
Ashe Cultural Arts Center
Contemporary Arts Center
Dillard UniversitylEducational and Psychological Studies
The Greater New Orleans Out of School Time Collaborative
Housing Authority of New Orleans
Louisiana Institute for Education in the Arts
New Orleans Public Schools!Arts in Education Office
New Orleans Recreation Department
Newcomb Dance Program of Tulane UniversitylDepartment of Theater and Dance
NOCCA! Riverfront
NOCCA Institute
Nunez Corrununity College
St. Bernard Primary Drug Prevention grant and St. Bernard Public Schools
Southern University at New Orleans!Center for African and African-American Studies
Tulane University Office of Service Learning
University of New Orleans Arts Administration Program
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Appendix 4: Missions of the NORDINOBA Center For Dance Partnership

M

I

s

s

I

o

N

NORD/New Orleans Ballet Association
Center For Dance

1.

PARTNERSHIP

To establish a partnership between NORD and NOBA to ensure greater
service to the community.
II.

YOUTH

To provide the youth of New Orleans with the opportunity to develop
self-esteem, self-discipline, cultural awareness, and access to greater
career opportunities through exposure to dance.
III.

NORD (New Orleans Recreation Department)

To compliment and expand NORD's existing dance programs through
curriculum development and a professional affiliation with NOBA.

IV.

NOBA (New Orleans Ballet Association)

To establish a fully professional training program to teach dance to the
New Orleans community, heighten the community's awareness of dance
as an art form, and develop local artists for the New Orleans Ballet
Ensemble.

V.

COMMUNITY

To provide opportunities for synergism among the following diverse
sectors of the community:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

public sector
business sector
educational institutions
arts community
all income groups
culturally diverse groups
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Appendix 5: NORDINOBA Center for Dance Facilities Sponsored by NORD

West Bank

Behrman Center (ballet, tap)
2569 General Meyer Ave, 364-4091
Instructor: Nanette Ledet
Lakeview

Gemon Brown Center (ballet)
1001 Harrison Ave, 483-2533
Instructor: Karen Shulda
Uptown

Lyons Center (baUet, tap)
624 Louisiana Ave., 896-4750
Instructor: Lyle Guidroz
Ninth Ward

Stalling Center (ballet, modem)
4300 S1. Claude Ave, 941-4590
Instructor: Mary Carol Chenet
Gentilly

S1. Bernard Center (tap)
1500 Lafreniere Street, 286-2195
Instructor: Janet Andrews
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Appendix 6: Concert Program, Dances From Around the World
Vacunao
Choreography by Millicent Johnnie
Music by Los Munequitos de Matanzas
Performed by Senior Corps
An Afro Cuban inspired wor\( danced to the sounds of Los Munequitos de Matanzas. Rumba is a social dance form found in Cuba
traditionally danced between a man and woman. At times, dances of the Orishas are well
blended in this Afro Spanish Art form danced traditionally in all white.

A Voces
Choreography by Millicent Johnnie
Music by Sean Paul, Shake It
Performed by Ensemble Level
A contemporary wor\( influenced by the Afro-Brazilian martial art form Capoeira and
Maqulale danced to the sounds of Sean Paul's Shake It. Traditionally, Capoeira is played in a "roda" to the sounds 01 the Berim Ban.
Bola Capoeira and Maqulale originated in Salvador, Bahia, Brazil deeply rooted in the African tradition in which players pay homage to
their ancestors at the start 01 every game.

A RussIan Dance
Staged by Jacqueline Fry
Music by Kamen
Performed by Senior Corps

A MIddle Eastern Dance
Staged by Lyle Guidroz
Music by Maurice Jarre, from "Lawrence 01 Arabia"
Performed by Junior Corps
Done in the style of Arabian, Turkish, and Middle Eastern folk dance, this ballet features the use 01 zils (finger cymbals).

Glory Land
Choreography by Janel Andrews
Music by Bob French
Performed by Jari Williams, Kiera Pigott and Janet Andrews
This piece uses a spiritual that is usuaJly played at a jazz funeral.

Rap Tap
Choreography by Janet Andrews
Music by Usher
Performed by Dashia Thomas, Courtney Spots, Brittany Lain, and Daleesa Keppard
A Hip-Hop tap dance.

The Legend of Maul
Choreography by Nanette Ledet
Music by Na Leo Pilimeaana, James Asher, Mickey Hart, and Brent Lewis
Performed by Senior Corps
This dance is an excerpt from a larger work depicting the lile and time of Maui-Alcamai, a legendary Hawaiian hero.

A French Polka
Choreographed by Cheryl O'Sullivan
Music by Emile Waldteufel,"Joyeax Paris"
Performed by Ensemble Level
A polka for lun with a little classical ballet and a little bit of sassy Can-can influence.

Can-Can
Siaged by Lyle Guidroz
Music by Jacques Offenbach, excerpts from Overture, Orpheus in the Underworld
The high-kicking and high-spirited can-can hails Irom France where it inspired an entire sub-culture 01 artists
and writers who have immortalized this dance craze in their works.
Performed by Lyons Center Dancers

Chinese RIbbon Dance
Staged by Cheryl O'Sullivan
Traditional Music, "Fuenyang Drum" by Orchestra ot, Chinese Central Music College
Performed by Senior Corps Level
Based on the Chinese Ribbon Dance which celebrates the silk industry of China.

Sevilfanas

rfL

=

Staged by Michelle Paule
Traditional music
Performed by Ensemble Level
Sevillanas is a traditional flamenco style folk dance from the city of Sevilla, Spain.
Sevillanas is danced by most Spaniards at parties and festivals
The NORD/NOBA Cenur For Dana is ,pomored in part by:
Ar" Council ofN.w Orleam, BRAVO, Friend; ofNORD.
Ul Di.iJion ofthe Am, Lupin Foundation,
Nalional Endowment for thl Art!, Patrick F Taylor Foundation
Sptcial thank, to th. NOBA & NORD Jlajfi, and our partnlJ.

~\~
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Appendix 7: Concert Program, The Kid From Elysian Fields

The Kid from Elysian Fields
A World Premiere
Original Concept and Direchan by Daniel Catanach
In collabarahan with the artis~ of the NORD/NOBA Center For Dance, Bambaula 2000
the Soul Rebels Bross Bond, lulu Cannachon, and StlOul Photography
live Music by Bambaula 2000 and the Soul Rebe~ Bross Bond
Recorded Music by Samirah Evans, Troy Andrews Bond, Bob French Original Tuxedo Bond, los Hombres Calientes: Irvin Mayfield &Bill Summers,
Theresa Andersson, P'Aqui P'ana, Mas Mamones

,

I
I

I

CoshJmes by
NORD/NOBA Center For Dance and Urban Ballet Thealel
Daniel Catanach, Jacqueline Fry, Mary Cosey, Angelo Horris, Jessica Perez, Chloe Reynolds

Featuring
Andres Gonzalez os ·The Kid'
Jessica'Perez os 1he Wrong Girl'
Robert Brown as "The Fother·
Mary Cosey and Chloe Reynolds as "The Mothers·
David Monroe as "The Drug Dealer·

Angelo Harris os "The Drum Spirit·
Michelle Gibson os 1he Teacher'
lulu Cannechon and Bomboula 2000 as 1he Eld~·
Alexander Espino~Rodriguez ond Edward Spo~ as
·Bays in the Wrong Bond leaders·

Joined by the Footbridge Ensemble, Senior Corps, and Junior Corps

About the Creation of The Kid from Elysian Fields

I

Crected in New Orleans, in colklbomtion with local ortim 000 the students of lhe NORO/NOBA Center for Don<e's 2004 Foolbridge Inlensive, this IuIHeng!h work is set to a
${OJe of all-Hew Orleans music, "ve nod re<orded. Artistic DirectOl Doniel COlOnoch created The Kid from E/y5iJn Fields 10 Iell the sIory of a teeooger whose
life lejXeSenls children who grow up exposed to life's ha~ reanties on a ooi~ basis. Drugs, the absence of adult menlors 000 finonOOl hardships are only a few.
He ploces the sto'Y on a COlOe! near E~KJn fields Avenue, whidl offers the choke of two roods to till'le!. Storylines were based on wriIiY,js l1( the porticiJX1fuJ Cen!eI fOl
Donce students who have grown up alolmd similar siluotions. ColiobolOtions with local chOleographers ond musiOOns hove allowed IN. Catum
to infuse the bollel with outhen& rulruraillovors of New Orleans. Within this stoty he hopes to mise !he question: "Is there 0 bod UJ?"
-Doniel (olOnoch, Artistic Director, Ulbon Ballet !heater

- Program 

I

Memory Road
Choreography by Daniel Catanach
Music by Samirah Evans, Summertime
Andres Gonzalez

Lookin' to Chill and
Meetin' Girls

Choreography by Daniel Catanach
Musk by Troy Andrews Bond, St. James InfirmolY
Andres Gonzalez with
Robert Brown, Mory Cosey and Chloe Reynolds

Choreography by Daniel Catanach
Additional Choreography by Michelle Gibson
Music by the Soul Rebels B,oss Bond, Santo erozin
Uve Music by the NORD lyons Cenrer Bross Bond
Andres Gonzalez with
Robefl Blown, Mary Cosey, Alexander Espina~Rodriguez,
Jessica Pefez and Chloe Reynolds
footbridge Ensemble, Footbridge Senior Corps,
SI. Bernord Cenler Toppers and Michelle Gibson

Choosing the Band Life

No ID but still Getting In

Choreography by Daniel Catanalh
Additional Choreography by Stephanie McKee
Music by the Soul Rebe~ Bross Bond, Moment wlo Rebel
Uve Music by the NORD lyons Center Bross Bond

Choreography by Doniel Cotonoch
live Music by the Soul Rebe~ Brass Bond, Skin
Andres Gonzolez ond Jessico Perez with
Mary Cosey, Angelo Horris ond Chloe Reynolds
Robert Brown, Donovon Dovis ond Dovid Monroe

My Mother, My Father,
My Mother, My Family

Footbridge Ensemble and Footbridge Senior Corps

(Appendix 7, continued)

Meeting the Crazy in the Girl

Pimpology

Choreography by Daniel Calonach
Music by Bob French Original Tuxedo JOll Bond
Vocal, (mzy, sung by George French

Choreography by Daniel Calonach
Music by P'Aqui P' alia, Que te Parecoo cholito
Andres Gonzalez, David Monroe ond Edward Spots with
Edolia Davis, MaQue Hollins, Jasmine Johnson, Jacque'kya Lee, Sterling
Roberts, Courtney Ross, Jasmin Simmons, Jari Williams, Kyra Wright and
Mary Cosey, Jessica Perez and Chloe Reynolds

Andres Gonzalez and Jessica Perez

Gun shot and ••• Father Who?

il
I

Choreography by Daniel Catanach
Additional Choreography by Yvonne Gutierrez
Music by Los Hombres Calientes: Irvin Mayfield & Bill Summers,
New (ongo Square, Vol. 1/1, Courtesy of Basin Street Records
Andres Gonzalez wilh
Robert Brown, David Monroe and Jessica Perez

Boogaloo and drugs too
Choreography by Daniel Catanach
Specialized Choreography by Yvonne Gutiellez
Music by Mas Mamones, BOO9aloo
Mary Casey, Angelo Harris, Jessica Perez, Chloe Reynolds,
Jasmin Simmons and Kyra Wright
Robert Brown, Donovan Davis, Alexander Espina~odriguez,
Andres Gonzalez and David Monroe

- Intermission 
Support Our Scholarship Fund
Please take amoment to visit our
T-shirt table in the lobby.
All proceeds support the Center For Dance Scholarship Fund!

Check with The Elders
Choreography by Daniel Catanach
Choreography by Shaka Zulu
Uve Music by Bamboula 2000, Our Fathers
Andres Gonzalez, Angela Harris and Millicent M. Johnnie
with Shaka Zulu, Damond James and Judah Mason
Addi~onal

Drug 'Dealer
Choreography by Daniel Calonach
Uve Music by the Soul Rebe~ Brass Band, Foolprin15
And Featuring Original Rap by Sojoumer Truth Junior Counselors
Emmett Boudreaux, Ronald Green, Amold lofmnce and Gus T000r
David Monroe and Andres Gonzalez wilh
Alexander Espina~Rodriguez, Jessica Perez and Edward Spots

It Takes a Village
ChOfeography by Daniel Catanach
Choreography by Michelle Gibson and Mama Jamilah
Live Music by Bamboula 2000, If Tokes aVillage
with Addi~onal Drumming by Theresa Pete of NORD Lyons Center
Andres Gonzalez with
Mary Cosey, Michelle Gibson, Angela Harris, Jessica Perez
and Chloe Reynolds
Robert Brown and Alexander Espinal-Rodriguez
Footbridge Ensemble, Senior Corps and Junior Corps
Addi~onal

Boys in the Wrong Band
Choreography by Daniel Catanach
Choreography by Millicent MJohnnie
live Music by the Soul Rebels Brass Bond, I'm Worse
With Addi~onal Uve Music by NORD Lyons Cenfer Brass Band
Addi~onol

Second Road, Second Life

Robert Brown, Andres Gonzalez and David Monroe with Jessica Perez,
Milficent M. Johnnie, and Ian Blanco, DanoVlln Davis, Edana Davis,
Alexander Espina~Rodriguez, luzon no Mrozek. Sterling Roberts, Edward Spots,
Courtney Ross, Jasmin Simmons, Curtis Thomos, Jr, Jari Williams, Kyra Wright

Choreography by Daniel Catanach
Based on specialized Second line Coaching by
Stephanie McKee and David Monroe
Live Music by the Soul Rebels Brass Band, Let Your Mind Be Free
Andres Gonzalez

Colors of Women
Choreography by Daniel Catanach
Choreography by Cheryl O'Sullivan
Music by Theresa Andersson, See like Women,
Song Written by Nino Simone
Angela Harris, Mary Casey, Jessica Perez and Chloe Reynolds
wilh Michelle Gibson and Michelle Alexander, Lynell Jackson, Nikki Jenkins,
Jacque'kya lee, Alyssa Morales, Jasmin Simmons and Shoylah Simmons
Addi~onol

- INFORMance 
Post-Concert Q~A
Please remain seated immediately following the concert
for a brief questiofliln~nswer with the artists af
The Kid from Elysion Fields
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Appendix 8: Times Picayune Article-The Moving Van Project

NORD offers
free dance
program

STEPPING OUT

BALlET. from Pogo 1
danoo'"

'nlere waa llaO a silent piece
CAlled "Molherl... ChOd,· per_
fonned by M.1l11cent Johnnie.. a
proteaatonaJ New York and
Moving Van Pt'OJed thoreau-
ph"" The room woo deadly qulet
as Johnnie perfonned her erne)
UonllJ dance about a child who
hadJU8t lost. her mothea:
Afterward, euergeUc music:
again filled the room u three
women In bright red: tope with
bla~ a.k1rt8 came onto the stage
and per(onned "The Charlea
ten.' The blgb enezv contlnued
when a woman In .. red. bodice

~ ~~S~I;'la~p~

r:

the ""Can-Can.· A!J the dancer
twirled and raised her de... the

Sf/fliF Pt«)TOS BY IIoICHAD. OeWXJ.EA

From Jell. Kever>n CoIns, 7, AullrnI1 Wfiams, 6, and DesOOy Collins, 5, react Wednesday 10 1IlB bIoomer-re;eaing 'CarrC<!n'
dn:e performed bY t.tcheIe Alexander, an instructor at tI1e New Orleans Balel Assodallon's Gem... for Dance.

dalldren made a aurpriaing cry
AS Moc.s had told. them to do be
fore the dancer o.me oul
Aller thQ ''C.n~Can; a little
gi.r( was ae.Jeded from the aud}·
ence to try on • similar purple
dreu and attempt the same
,Ionce. Aller the aunper ollpped
on the ~ the eagemeu that
got her se.\e(:t.ed. !hil\.cd to !lage
fright., and it took 50me oouing
fnlln C41mp c:ounseJon and peera
to get. hu to dance..
The energy slowed as the
nexl piece beg;:a.n. ""en Long
Yean" waa a danc.e sequenc.e
l'lbout lhe bluca performed to
n.B. King's aong of the ume

heJd on Tuel!Jday and Thursday rr;~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::;;::;;::;;:::;i
at 6:30 p.m. Olrough the Bum
mer. Twilight !ludenta are
trained by a profeMiona.l dancer
:lnd lWO e.xceptiorl;llly Wenled
NODA Step-up atudenla, Nikki
JenkJna and Stepheni Hughes..

~::a~~1 ;nh~la~:npca~~. :~il~ r---"""'~~~~-_-.l~~~==~~==~

dress shb1.\.. and loose tia
After the brief deceleration,
the energy kicked back up as
OOnw.vRn Dovis, the only male
etaneex, performe<J the "Chinese
Ribbon Dance." Dressed In
royal purple Qnd gold and carry.
ing two red ribbo~li, Davis
Il<tnced to traditional Chineae
mUl!lie. He leapt, twirled And
danced as the movernenb of hj~
,H'm! where mimicked by the
rillbons he commanrled.
The journey t.l Chin. WillS fol
lowed by a dllncc t.hat wonld
bdng t.he children to South
America. Johnnie led .. dnnce
c.alled "As Voua," which was
...igol'oJIlII and (lin to watch. The
dance oombioed a form of AIri
t'an n131tial a.rts called "CAJrIOC'
riA" and a BI·uili.1I sword
d.tulcc. The dllncers .\IuooLiluleti

COll1neY Ross, 12, len, and Jari Wlitlams, 13, 01 1IlB New Orleans Ballel Associa·
OOo's Cerner lor Dance perform a dance Ulled 'Path Crossing: AI rill/lt, Dona·
'liIl Oa-.ts, 16. at the Cenler lor Danca performs wilh Chinese ribbons.

I

slicks

fOl·SW01"dS.

FolI<Ning the demmu;tralion
:lIlJ

Energetic kids get a kick out of dance
Performing group
entertains in gym
8y 8rett Harrington
~\O'f't:~

he NORD/NOOA C.nler

T
III,

ror Oanc.e performed
dtrt.on.'lLratlons Thesdloly
through f\1day te 'bring
to kid. who may not. gel
Lo it.," said Erin Hea
N08A coordlnator of

.•mer programa.
Tho: performing group.
the Moving Van l'rojf'Ct.,
atoalp0900 of dancers ohari
_Itt' and experience IeveJs,
IWdcn~ to pror~ionab.

!be crouP also i3 using ib

CJ:.

nibition to promoLI: ule N PoW
Orlean:t Recreation Depart
menL'" Twilight dance pro
gram.
On Wedne"hy 3l lO a.m.,
The MOvll'g Van Projf:d made
ils fintt. slop at Cut.of( Play
ground to perform ((II" il.:t day
camp"!"s. The children were
broughllnto Lhe playgrounu's
nr.w gyllln3::.ium, where L1wj'
Wel'e greeted b}' Mnnlquu
MOllS, the ledul"er for the
dllY'S e\lenh. A. the firlt.

group of dancen gOllnla c,*
lume. Mo~ t.e.lkcd "'boul the
NOnO/NOUA (New Orl~all:f
BRUel As90<.'1I.Ition) Center for

O,.nce..
'The fkl\l Jliei~ ynu Wtll :J(.'C
i3 called 'rat.h Cro"aing.'''
MOM explained ~ lWO young

women stood at a door atJja
cenl to the gym. M(jS:i uited
while two dancerll whisked
onto tile gym Oooc:
'The mU8ic began liB the
chiJdrcn sett.led from II clap
ping exercise Mos. had jUl't
shown them. The young
women beg-.MI W dance and tile
children watched intently as
the lwo inleracted wiLh elh.:h
other. When lile music ended,
!.hey 3'<lo-ept oIT the dance floor
jU8f U luddenly aa lhey had
cume,
Mon introJucC'J the next
ad, tiUcd ''The C.ndidale:t."
But bcloro ~Ung, IIhc taught
the :.ludenLa a dap-and-danc.e
sequence. "Do this with the
dancen at the end," she in
structed. while pcrfonnlng Ole

s(:qnence

!'olin.

Dreaed in white. the dauc
en ~ed until til~ multi!: be
~an. The urat. few noU,;:s of a
hymn began amJ tile dMet'r1I'
initial moves illustrated II
church 8cene.. The t1ance wu
graceful and seamlcSB until tile
end, when the dancera Rnd
specta.tors sa.t and did the
dap-ar.d-d:.UIcc sequence Moss
had 5hown the dilldren.
M0038 returned once again
and asked "Can anyone tell me
what type of dance thal wa:t!"
There W1l.5 WI onslaughl of an·
.ciwcrs from lhe childr~n bUl
Moae mu~l havo heard lhe
word "spiritual" bE'Cause !the
rcpJietl, "Yes, it waa a spirilual
See

BAUEr, Page 1
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qllesUoIHt1ld~fUI,wer

ses.

sian, Mt.iSS told the children they
wert: we1colne to join one of the
NOI~D dance programs.
III AJgicf'S, children CI'Il join
Lhe free NORD TMlight d~nc.e
program Il the Bel1rmnn Cen·
Lei' ColnpJe:x. The
b 1.Qught
by NaneLte Ladet, a pl'ofes
'lonll d"neer with Rhythmic Th
pestl')( "nl4J 1\\1ilightl)l'ogulTl is

Appendix 9: Performance Schedule-The Moving Van Project
The Moving Van Project 2004
Updated Performance Schedule
Tuesday, July 6- Friday, July 9
Tuesday, July 6th _ NORD Sites
9:00 AM
Report to Mandeville Center
9:30 AM
Van Departs for Gernon Brown Center (comer of Harrison and Marconi)
to-II :00 AM Performance
1\:00 AM
Van pick up and return to Mandeville Center for lunch
12:30 PM
Van Departs for Gentilly Terrace (4720 Painters St.)
1-2:00 PM
Performance
2: 15 PM
Van Pick Up and return to Mandeville Center
2:30 PM
Arrival at Mandeville Center
Wednesday, July 7- NORD Sites
9:00 AM
Report to Mandeville Center
9:30 AM
Van Departs for Cutoff Center (6600 Belgrade St.) (Westbank)
10-11 :00 AM Performance
II: 15
Van Departs for Tubman School (2013 Gen. Meyer) (Westbank)/ Eat
Lunch at Tubman (Library)
1-2:00 PM
Performance at Tubman
2: 15 PM
Van Pick Up and return to Mandeville Center
2:40 PM
Arrival at MandeviJ Ie Center
Thursday, July 8- HANOINOPS Sites

8:30 AM
9:00 AM
9:30-10:30
10:30 AM
11-12:00 PM
12-12:45 PM
12:45 PM
1:30-2:30 PM
2:30 PM
3:00 PM
Frida

Report to Mandeville Center
Van Departs for Iberville Community Center (1425 Iberville St.)
Performance at Iberville
Van Departs for Sojourner Truth Community Center (50 I N. Galvez)
Performance at Sojourner
Lunch at Sojourner
Van Departs for Parkview (4617 Mirabeau St.)
Performance
Van Pick Up at Parkview
Arrive at Mandeville Center

Jul 9 1h _ NaPS Site

10:00 AM
12:15 PM
1-2:00 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM

Report to Mandeville Center: Wrap-up Celebration
Van Departs For Morial Elementary (7701 Grant St.) (NO East)
Performance
Van pick up at Morial
Return to Mandeville Center
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Appendix 10.1: Job Description- Summer Programs Coordinator

NORD I NOBA

CENTER FOR DANCE
The NORDINOBA Center For Dance is a cultural, commuMy partnership of the New Orleans Recreation Department and the New Orleans Ballet ASSoCiation

Appendix 10.1: Job Description: Summer Programs Coordinator
Footbridge Intensive Summer Program
SUMMER PROGRAMS COORDINATOR JOB DESCRIPTION
Direct Supervisor - General Director

General Duties:
The Summer Programs Coordinator works closely with the General Director, Footbridge Site Coordinators, and Footbridge
Faculty in administrating summer programs. General duties include acting as a supervisor, liaison, and coordinator.
Tasks shall include, but not be limited to:
•
Interviewing candidates for the On-Site Coordinator internship.
•
Planning for summer programs: Tasks can include creating schedules, developing informational materials, clarifying
policies and procedures, and creating curriculum and program activities.
•
Managing Logistics: Execute simple administrative procedures to ensure that needs are taken care of.
•
Serving as a liaison: Communicating with Site Coordinators, Work/Study Interns, faculty, NORD and NOBA staff, and
community partners on behalf of the Center for Dance
•
Developing Press Materials: Collaborate with the NOBA Marketing Manager to create and distribute press materials for
Center For Dance programs and activities.
•
Coordinating outreach services for summer programs in the city. This includes developing study guides to accompany
outreach performances.
•
Supervising On-Site Coordinators and Work/Study interns.
•
Assisting in the implementation of grants.

I have read the above and agree to carry out my duties to the best of my abilities at all times:
Signature:
Print Name:
Address:

_
_

Today's Date:

_

Social Security #
Zip
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_
Phone:

_

Appendix 10.2: Job Description- On Site Coordinator
New Orleans Ballet Association
NORDfNOBA Center For Dance
Footbridge Sum mer] ntensive
On Site Coordinator/ Artist Hospitality and Housing Liaison
Major Projects and Tasks
Serve as the On-Site Coordinator for the Footbridge Summer Intensive Dance Program. Act as the
primary Footbridge liaison between all students, parents, faculty, guest artists in residence, NOB A and
NORD staff, the Center For Dance Director, Artistic Director, and Coordinator of Sununer Programming.
Work on site daily from 8:30 AM-3:00 PM and 5:00-8:00 PM (with additional hours as needed),
supervising students and overseeing a smooth flow of classes, rehearsals and activities throughout the day.
Serve as Artist in Residence Hospitality and Housing Liaison. Coordinate housing for all guest artists in
residence at Aron Residences, Tulane University. Negotiate room supplies, and set up and break down
apartments for all visiting artists. Attend to the needs of the guest artists during their stay in New Orleans.
Coordinate guest artist daily schedules. Serve as the liaison between guest artists and the Director of the
Center for Dance, Coordinator of Summer Programs, students, parents, faculty, and the Tulane Staff.
Specific Duties
Supervise all aspects of student participation including registration, fee payment, attendance, distribution of
forms/fliers, implementation and collection of evaluative surveys, scheduling, and parent conferencing.
Ensure the proper behavior of students and assist with conflict resolution.
Direct the Footbridge Work/Study Interns, providing them with a job description and overseeing their
duties.
Assist in coordinating cast parties for students, faculty and guest artists for both sessions of Footbridge.
Co-instruct mini-courses/ancillary workshops (topics TBA by the Center For Dance Artistic Director) when
necessary. (Dependent on the scheduling needs of the resident artists).
Coordinate student performances, negotiating their attendance by students of other local, public programs
(i.e. Upward Bound, NORD, etc).
Act as a substitute teacher for ballet, modem and jazz classes, and serve as a crewmember for
techs/performances when needed.
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\ppendix 10.3: On-Site Coordinator- Job Description

NORD I NOBA

CENTER FOR DANCE
The NORDINOBA Center For Dance

IS

a cultural. community partnership of the New Orleans Recreation Department and the New Orteans Bal/et Associahon.

Appendix 10.3: Job Description Work/Study Step Up Intern
Footbridge Intensive Summer Program
JOB DESCRIPTION
Position - Step Up Work/Study Intern
Hours - 30 hours per week
Direct Supervisor - Footbridge Site Coordinator(s)
General Duties:
The Work/Study Intern works closely with the Footbridge Site Coordinator, Footbridge Faculty, Coordinator of Summer
Programs, and General Director in carrying out the day-to-day activities of the Footbridge Intensive site. The Intern shall
participate in all assigned dance classes, as well as, help with the administrative duties.
Tasks shall include, but not be limited to:
•
Daily Check-in: Check-in with the Footbridge Site Coordinator(s) each morning at 8:30am to receive a list of tasks for the
day.
•
Attendance: Responsible for making sure each student marks themselves "In" each day in the Footbridge Site Notebook.
Each morning the intern sits at the designated check-in point with the notebook.
•
Dismissal: The intern shall remain with all students at the downstairs pickup area until all students have been picked up
for the day. When all students have been picked up, the intern shall report to the Footbridge Site Coordinator(s) for
permission to leave for the day. Any problems among the students waiting for pickup or parents should be reported
immediately to the Site Coordinator(s).
•
Cell Phone Collection: As students arrive and sign-in for the day, interns are responsible for the collection of all cell
phones (and making sure they are turned off). Each phone will be placed in a separate envelope with the owners name on
the outside. All phones will then be turned over to the Footbridge Site Coordinator(s) for storage in the locker. At the end
of each day the intern shall coordinate the re-distribution of cell phones to their owners (keeping the individual envelopes
for re-use each day),
•
Role Model: Interns are to behave as proper role models during class and all site activities. This includes, but is not limited
to, wearing proper dance attire, demonstrating technique when called upon, displaying respectful and attentive behavior to
the instructors, coordinators, parent volunteers, and other students.
•
Lunch Monitor and Afternoon Dismissal Monitor: During the lunch period (12 noon - 12:30pm), interns are responsible for
monitoring the behavior of students, maintaining a clean lunch site, collection and disposal of the lunch trash in the
dumpster behind the building at the end of each day's lunch. The intern is to ensure that by 12:25pm all students are
packed up and re-entering their assigned dance studio, Intern should make one last check to ensure all litter is cleared
and disposed of properly
•
Lost & Found: The intern is responsible for maintaing the lost & found box, ensuring that any unclaimed articles of clothing
or items are placed in the box They will be the person students and parents should check with regarding lost items, If
valuable items, money or jewelry are found, these items should be turned over to the Footbridge Site Coordinator(s) to be
locked up,
•
Journal and Final Report: Interns must keep daily journal assignments of their activities as interns and reflections about
the experience shall be turned in at the end of summer (2 pages, typed, double-spaced).
I have read the above and agree to carry out my duties to the best of my abilities at all times:
Signature
Print Name:
Address:

_

Today's Date:
_

_

Social Security #
Zip
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_
Phone:

_

Appendix 11.1: Telephone Reply Form
TELEPHONE REPLY FORM FOR FOOTBRIDGE 2004

Student Name:
Parent Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Parent E-Mail:

_

Mailing Address:

_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _City:
Phone (day)

State:

Phone (eve)

Zip
Phone (cell)

_
_

Audition Date: - - - - - - 
Assigned Level:

_

A. The above student will be attending: (Please Circle)
Footbridge Intensive (Monday thru Friday, 9am-3pm)
Footbridge Junior

(Monday- Wednesday-Friday, 5:30pm-7:45pm

B. The above student will be attending the following session(s): (Please Circle)

Both Workshops

International Folk and Character Workshop, June 1-16
and
Urban Ballet Theater Residency, July 12-31

Workshop #1 only

International Folk and Character Workshop, June 1-16

Workshop #2 only

Urban Ballet Theater Residency, July 12-31

ParentlLegal Guardian Signature:
Today's Date:

_

_
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Appendix 11.2: Footbridge Orientation Instruction Form

NORD/NOBA CENTER FOR DANCE
FOOTBRIDGE '04 ORIENTATION & REGISTRATION
Today we are going to ask you to review and/or fill out several important forms:
Item 1 - General Memorandum & Info to take home with you
Item 2 - 2-sided Footbridge Enrollment Form to complete today
Items 3 & 4 - Parent and Student Surveys
After you have reviewed and filled out the following items, please see the Footbridge
Site Coordinators to turn in your paperwork and pay your fees:
1)

Parent/Student Memorandum: includes basic information and procedures for the
Footbridge summer programs; stapled to this memo is your copy of our Rules &
Regulations, with your own copy of the student/parent contract printed on the
back. Also, we have included a flyer for the upcoming Komenka Ethnic Dance &
Music Ensemble's 25 th Anniversary concerts this weekend. We encourage our
students to attend. The concert will include some of our Step Up Ensemble
dancers.

2)

Footbridge '04 Enrollment Form (front) with the Parent/Student Contract on the
back; you must fill out both sides, including signatures on both sides. Take a
moment to sit with your child and read aloud, together, the terms of the
Parent/Student Contract. Check off each item to signify that you have read, and
agree. At the bottom, you and your child sign to show you are in agreement.

3)

Arts In Education, Careers & Society Survey; please fill this out and return it
today.

4)

Student Performance Survey; your child can fill out this survey while you are
working on your Arts In Education, Careers & Society Survey; please return it
today.

Once you have completed 1 through 4, please see the Footbridge Site Coordinators to
turn in your enrollment form, Arts In Education, Careers & Society Survey, Student
Performance Survey, and pay your Footbridge Fees. If your child is attending only one
workshop, the fee is $50; if they are attending both, the fee is $80. Cash or checks only;
checks should be made payable to NOBA.
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Appendix 11.3: Footbridge Registration Form

'I

r:!

FOOTBRIDGE '04,\ r-~!

NORD/NaSA· CENTER· FOR· DANCE
FEE PAID: (circle)
WKSHP: (circle) bolh
AMT:
DATE:

cash

ch<lck

Inlom'l

UBT

"Teaching the art of dance through
excellence...and the art of
excellence through dance!"

Student Name:

Age:---l3irth Date:

Mailing Address:

_

--'Zip:

Parent/Guardian Name:

_

---'Relation:

Cell Ph:

Home Ph:

_

Work Ph:

E-Mail (for best communication)

_

Today's Date:

_

Previous Dance Instruction:"""'======"'"""""-===-:-:::==
_
NOT WRITE BELOW 11-HS LINE • OFFICE USE ONlY
- .------ - - ---- --- -. ---- ----00-------- - -- - --- -- -_.- -. ----_. -- ---- - -. -- - -- - ---- -- ---- -- - -. - ---- -----_. --- -- - -
JR,CORPS
Level:
(drde)
ENSEMBlE
SR.~

- -----_. -

pate:

Instructor Signature:
ATIENDANCE RECORD:
JUN

JUN/JUL

REMARKS:

(circle days anendad)
01

02

03

04

07

08

09

10

11

I"

15

16

.7

'8

21

22

23

2"

25

28

29

30

01

02

05

06

07

08

09

'2

13

14

15

16

19

20

21

22

23

26

27

28

29

30

31

COMMENTS:

PARENT/GUARDIAN:

_

REMEMBER TO SIGN THE RELEASE BELOW!
RELEASE

I, the undersigned, do declare Ihatthe above named student is of sound physical condition lor instruclion in dance
or exercise classes, malong no declaration to the contrary to the NORD/New Orleans Ballet Association Center For
Dance, its instructors, staff, board of directors, landlords, and insurance companies. I agree to release the
NORD/New Orleans Ballet Association Center For Dance, its instructors, staff, board of directors, landlords, and
insurance companies from all claims of any kind,
Signature:

Date:
(parent Or legal guardian of above named student)
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Appendix 11.4: Rules and Regulations

Hair - neatly styled or combed; up and/or away from the face.
Face - washed
Teeth - brushed

Contracts - all Center For Dance students and parents/legal
guardians are required to sign a contract at the time of enroll
ment each year (see reverse side for your file copy)
Classes - be prompt and ready to begin at the scheduled time

Body - bathed and with deodorant
Fingernails - trimmed and clean
Uniform - clean; pink tights, black short sleeved leotard, and
pink ballet slippers (girls); black shorts, white t-shirt, white
socks, black ballet slippers (boys). For modem dance
classes, bare feet; for tap classes tap shoes. Faculty will
provide additional information on the required uniforms.
Feet - clean, toe nails clipped; well maintained dance shoes;
appropriate shoes for various dance classes; instructors will
provide complete information Dancers must be very at1enlive
in the care of their leet. If a student has a blister or any other
problem regarding their feet or the fit of their shoes, they
should consult with the instructor.

Tardiness - if a student is more than 15 minutes late, at the
discretion of the instructor, the student may be asked to "sit
our the class; in such cases, the student should observe the
class from the sidelines of the studio
Absences - if a student cannot attend a scheduled class,
rehearsal, performance, or activity, prior writ1en notification
must be given, In the case of emergencies or sudden illness
es, call the Site Coordinator at 621-7702 or Coordinator of
Summer Programs at 522-0996, extension 34 and leave the
studenl name, the site, the date/time of the classes; students
missing more than 3 classes per session are subjecl to dis
charge from the Center For Dance programs
Disorderly or Disobedient Conduct - conduct of Ihis nature
can result in probation or discharge
Probation & Discharge - if a student, parent or guardian is
unable to adhere to the rules and regulations of the Center For
Dance, a conference will be scheduled with the student, par
enVlegal guardian, instructor and/or General Director.

Memory.- pay special attention to all aspects of class
Focus/Attention - listen carefully; concentrate
Social Behavior - be a "team player" and work cooperatively
with classmates/faculty; greet people with a smile
Attendance - be on time and a tend all of your required
classes; students who miss more than 3 classes per semester
are subject to discharge by the instructor
Conduct - have a positive attitude; demonstrate good
behavior; the Center For Dance has zero tolerance tor
in propriate behavior; no fighting, cursing, stealing, teasing
of peers, or willful disrespect 10 adults

Regulation Uniforms - each student is required 10 wear regu
lalion dance attire (as specified in the left column); put your
name on all clothing, Including slippers and shoes; wash your
unilorm at night when you take a bath if your mother does not
have time to do it and dry Ihem overnight; wear your ballet
sliflpers/dance shoes in the studio only,
Purchase of Uniforms - You can buy leotards at Big K,
Walmart, Uptown Costume (offers NORD discount), or ot~h"
dance ou lets.
Optional - BOltled waler lor breaks; towel, soap, deodorant:
fragrant spray to cool oli: stretchy headband lor short hair
(black or pink) to keep s',crt hair securely off 01 the face; black
or pink :weater/wrap to keep warm
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Appendix 11.5: StudentlParent Contract

NORD/NaSA CENTER FOR DANCE
STUDENT/PARENT CONTRACT
Dear Siudent/Parent:
Please consider this 10 be a contract between Ihe NORD/NaSA Cenler For Dance,
and you (the parent and student) Take a m manl to r ad the foliowin contract together
Se sure to carefully consider each itemized point of agreemen ,
Discuss the items, so that you are sure you understand Ihe meaning and what is being asked of you.
Please check each item below 10 show you accept and understand: then, Sign al Ihe boltom.

A G R E E MEN T
As a student of the NORD/NaSA Cenler For Dance, I understand thai I Will be expected 10:
Se a member ot Ihe NORD/NOBACenler For Dance "'amily." I will work hard 10
further my knowledge of dance, music, arid theatre:
Demonstrate respect for the faculty, my peers, parenl volunleerS, and myself. I will
not use profanity, engage in oral or physical argu ents, and ;-'111
y the faculty
Attend all 01 my classe . field trips, and community aclivi!ies;
Be on lime or early for my classes, field Irip . and communit

act 'J.lies:

Make my own transportation arr ngement. for class.
Oress appropr:ately for classes
performing;

re;n~moa;-In

II my cosi

m~s

-ild pr

; when

Abide by the rules of the NORDfNOBA Center For Dance;
I, a student of the NORD/NaSA Cenler F or Dance, agree toe a rry out 01 y
responsibilities \0 the best of my ability, and, 10 slrive lor excellence I all
efforts, in the dance studio and beyond.

Siudeni Signature:
As

i'.

y

Today's Dal

parf>nVguardian of Ihe NORD/NaSA Cenler For Dance, I understand that I will b
Assist my child in maintaining his/her agreement Wllh the NORD
Dance;

ex ected 10'

OSA enter For

Se responsible for gelling my child to/from all classes & acllvities Oil lime:
Show 01 Y commi1menllO the NORDINOBA Cenier For Danca. rid understand the
regiSlration process, casling process, and class policies:
Acknowledge that i f my ch'ild does not meell e above regul lions. a parenl
consultation with the Center For Dane General Director will be scheduled, wilh a
possible consequence being probalion or ischarge, al t e diS retion of the Direct r,
Demonslrate my support, nd understand thai my oluntae,
sist nee i_ vitellO
the success of 01 y child, and Ihe NORD DB Centilr For Dan~ prog,ams
Parenl Sign lure:
Addres
ay

Toda;'s Date.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'-Zlp

h"

Facully Slgnature:

J'.Eve Ph·

--:Olhor Ph
Cenler

_
_

~pvi!I:

Comman s·

_
_

fJORD/NOBA Cenler For Dance • 305 aronn Sireet, Sui e 700'
ew Orleans, LA 70 II
ph 522 996 • lax 5958.)54 • e-mail 'ORO OBA '" dOl com
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Appendix 11.6: Parent Volunteer Form

NORDfNOBA CENTER FOR DANCE - FOOTBRIDGE 2004
URBAN BALLET THEATER RESIDENCY
July 12 - July 31, 2004
Student's Name

----------------------------------------------------Address
-------------------------ParenUGuardian

City

_

State

Zip Code

_

Phone

- - - - - -(home) - - - - - -(work)- - - - -(other)
Student's T-shirt size
----PARENT AMBASSADOR VOLUNTEERS
Please check any of the tasks you would like to volunteer for:
or
0 Public Concert Help
o Youn P~oples Concert Help
Ambassadors are needed during the concert to serve as ushers, ticket sales, and boutique
sales as well as other administrative roles. The Young Peoples Concerts will be during
the day Thursday, July 29, and Friday, July 30, and the public concerts will be the
evenings of Friday, July 30, and Saturday, July 31
oGuest Artist Hospitality
Ambassadors will be needed to help with any unforeseen needs of the guest artistes) that
may arise.. These include, but are not limited to, coordinating special transportation
needs, answering questions the artists may have about the site, workshop, or city, and
being available to assist the resident artistes) if and when needed. Urban Ballet Theater is
bringing some young dancers (ages 13 - 17) this year, so we want them to feel at home.
oCommunication
Ambassadors are needed to help the Footbridge Intensive Workshop to pass on
information to students and their parents/guardians (e.g. last minute schedule changes,
general information, and orientation of new parents and students).
oParent-Teacher Conferences
On Sunday, August 1,2004, the Footbridge Intensive Workshop will hold parent-student
teacher conferences to discuss each student's performance, progress, and behavior
through the course of workshop. As the staff will be involved with one-on-one parent
conferences, ambassadors will be needed to oversee the arrival and coordination of the
students and their parents/guardians
oSu lies and Resources
Ambassadors may provide any supplies or resources that may help the Footbridge
Workshop. This includes but is not limited to monetary resources, school supplies, and
rec~ption supplies.
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Appendix 11.7: Parent Arts and Education Beliefs Survey

NORD/NaSA Center for Dance
THE ARTS IN EDUCATION, CAREERS, AND SOCIETY
Read each statement, then check the answer that best matches your own opinion for each art discipline.
Agree

Strongly Agree

No Opinion

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

1. Skills learned while
creating and
experiencing the art
of dance are
applicable to other
school subjects.

0

0

0

0

0

2. Dancers should
create works that the
majority of people can
understand.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3. The creation of
dances is an
important contribution
to society.

--

4. Dance skills and
knowledge are not
very useful in the
professional world.

0

_._

0

---0

0

0

0

0

---

5. It is difficult to
appreciate most
dance performances.

0

0

0

---

6. The study and
creation of dance is
an important part of
basic education.
7. A person either has
a talent for dance or
does not; taking
dance classes isn't
going to help much

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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(Appendix 11.7, continued)

NORD/NOBA Center for Dance
THE ARTS IN EDUCATION, CAREERS, AND SOCIETY
Read each statement, then check the answer that best matches your own opinion for each art discipline.
Strongly Agree

8. Most people can

Agree

No Opinion

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

acquire good, basic
dance skills through
practice.

9. One can have a wellrounded education
without dance

10. Almost anyone can
learn to appreciate
dance.

11. There are many
careers in which
dance knowledge and
skills are important.

---

12. Dancers'
contributions to
society are not very
important

13. Dancers should be
free to create
whatever type of work
inspires them

14. Government and
community support of
the arts is important.

15. Dance makes my
family's life better

16. Parents and
community members
should actively
encourage public
officials and
community leaders to
fund dance and arts
programs.
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Appendix U.8: Student Performance Beliefs Survey

Student Intended Outcome

Student Assessment of
Confidence

Tell Us What You Think About Performing!
NORDINOBA Center for Dance
Student Survey
Date

_

Grade
Age

Instructor

---------------

School
_

_

Gender

------------------

Please read the statements and circle the answer that best describes
your opinion. Tben are no wrong answers!

I. [like to perform in front of an audience.

YES

yes

no

NO

2. [ am comfortable being Ollstage.

YES

yrs

DO

NO

3. Other people enjoy my work.

YES

yes

DO

NO

4. [ am confident in my artistic slulls.

YES

yes

no

NO

5. [ enjoy performing for others.

YES

yes

no

NO

6. I often wish I could perform better than I do.

YES

yes

no

NO

7. I often get bored at rehearsals.

YES

yes

no

NO

8. I am proud of my performances.

YES

yes

no

NO

9. I always try my best when performing.

YES

yes

no

NO

10. I perform as well as or better than other
people my age.

YES

yes

no

NO

II. [look forward to performing.

YES

yes

no

NO

12. I get scared being on stage.

YES

yes

no

NO

13. I would rather perfonn than watch my
classmates perform.

YES

yes

no

NO

14. I am a good performer.

YES

yes

no

NO
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Appendix 11.9: Nutritional Concepts Survey
NORDINOBA Center for Dance
Nutritional Concepts Survey
Name:
Date:
- - - - - - - - - - -Instructor:
- - - Today's
----Site:
(circle) faculty member dietician
Date of birth:
Level: (circle) Ensemble Senior Corp Junior Corp
How many servings of Protein (meats) should I have each day?
1
2-4
5-7
8-10
How many servings of Dairy (milk/cheese/yogurt) should I have each day?
I
2-4
5-7
8-10
How many servings of FruitsNegetables should I have each day?

1-2

3-5

6-8

9-12

How many servings of Grains (breads) should I have each day?
1-2
3-5
6-11
]2-15
How many glasses of water should I drink on a day without exercise?

1-3

4-5

6-8

9-12

Obesity is excessive weight due to buildup of fat.
Eating right helps prevent obesity.
Eating right helps strengthen the immune system.
Eating right helps prevent heart disease.
I shou Id eat a variety of foods to get all nutrients I need.
Dieting is the best way to ensure a perfect figure for me.
Exercise & balanced meals are best for a great figure.
Grilled or broiled foods are better for me than fried.
Saturated fat is better for you than unsaturated fat.

True
True
True
True

True
True
True
False
False
False
False
True
True

False
False
False

False
False

Circle all of the snacks and foods that you eat regularly:
Pizza
Popcorn
Fruit
Hamburger
French Fries
Salad
Cheese
Cookies

Granola Bars
Vegetables

Yogurt
Pasta
Potato Chips
Steak
Pork
Fish

Cereal with Sugar
Cereal without Sugar
Bread
Other
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Other - - - - - - Other - - - - - - Other - - - - - - Other - - - - - - -

Appendix 11.10: Dance Knowledge Survey

DANCE KNOWLEDGE SURVEY
NORD/NOSA Center For Dance - Footbridge Summer Intensive
Urban Ballet Theater Residency - July 12-31, 2004

Name:

Today's Date:

-------

Site: - - - - - - - - Date of Birth:

Instructor:

-----------

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE
Number of previous classes, any art form: (circle)
Number of previous dance classes: (circle)

_

Level: (circle)

Ensemble

o
o

\-2

3-4

5 or more

1-2

3-4

5 or more

DANCE: VOCABULARY
1. A jump that brings the feet together in the air is a(n):
a. Assemble
b. Sissone
c. Jete
d. Echappe
2. The term for carriage or placement of the arms in ballet is called

a.
b.
c.
d.

Reverance
Adage
Ports de bras
Developpe

3. A Pique is executed by
a. slightly springing from a plie onto demi-pointe or pointe.
b. stepping directly on to pointe or demi-pointe with the working leg
c. falling forward, backward or sideways onto a bent leg
d. hopping on one foot with the other foot in any position
4. Jete means

a. to throw
b. to beat
c. to sink
d. to bend

DANCE: CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL CONTEXT
5. A ballet from the Romantic period is
a. La Sylphide
b. Sleeping Beauty
c. Petroudlka
d. The Rite of Spring
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Senior Corps

(Appendix 11.10, continued)

6. The origins of ballet can be traced to Renaissance period court dances from
a. France
b. Italy
c. England
d. Spain
7. The basic step of Salsa on "2," which has an 8-beat rhythm, ends with
a. The right foot stepping front on 5,6,7
b. The left foot stepping front on 5,6,7
c. The right foot stepping back on 5,6,7
d. The left foot stepping back on 5,6,7
8. American Ballet Theatre (ABT) premiered a ballet called Billy the Kid in which year?
a. 1925
b. 1950
c. 1960
d. 1940

THANK YOU!
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I(CirCle)
Date:

Mid-Year

I

Final

>

"0
"0

~

Evaluation Scale

Student Name:

Birth Date:

Parent/Guardian Name:

_

--,-

_

Address:

_

City/State:
Day Ph:

Skills and behavior are evaluated on a scale of 1 to
3, as follows:

Zip:
Eve Ph:

_

Cell/Other:

Instructor Signature:

Center:

Parent/Guardian Signature:

_
Level:

_

Student Signature:

1 = has not mastered the technique or task;
needs improvement
2 = satisfactory; perfonms well most of the
time
3 = outstanding; consistent

Overall Score:

_

Recommendations:

41-48

excellent satisfactory

=
..c..
....
....
........
;.<

rJ1
....

c..
==
~

....=
t'!'j

=

_
needs improve.

32-40

=

18-31

~

-......
~

=~=

o

--.l

o

SOCIAL SKILLS/BEHAVIOR (circle)
2 = occassionally needs help
Memory
1 = follows others
2 = occassionally lacks focus
Direction/Focus
1 = easily distracted
2 = occassionally forgets items
Clothing/Uniform
1 = frequently forgets items
2 = good grooming most of the time
Personal Hygiene 1 = often ungroomed
2 = up and out of face most of the time
Hair
1 = not pulled back from face
2 = joins in group activities
Social Behavior
1 = does not join the group
2 = missed less than 3 classes
Attendance:
1 = missed 3 or more classes
Conduct
1 = unsatisfactory'
2 = satisfactory'
• Plan for improvement:
Social Skills/Behavior Score:
LEVEL III (circle)
STEP UP (circle)
grande & demi plie'
degage'
fondu
jete'
echappe'rei eve ,
sissone
balance'
1st, 2nd, 3rd arabesque

Ballet Score:

2

2
2
2
2
2

2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

grand pile and cambre
ronds de jambe en'l aire
grande battements en croix &
battement balance
adagio w/develope &
promenade on one leg
pirouette en dehors
grande jete
pique turns
8 releves retires en avant
et en arriere
Ballet Score:

_

2
2

3

2

3

2

3

3

2

3

2
2

3

2

3

3

3 = consistently remembers
3 = takes direction well
3 = always properly dressed
3 = always well groomed
3 = always up and out of face
3 = outgoing; performs well in group
3 = attended all classes for the semester
3 = outstanding
COMMENTS:

=
.,o
~

e

Appendix 11.12: Performance Definitions for Scoring

Performance Vocabulary and Definitions
The following are definitions of terms used in the scoring of
individual student proficiency in the art of performance.
Students and faculty should make themselves familiar with these
Vocabulary terms in order to provide the greatest benefit
for individual student evaluations.

Effort - the level of energy and exertion of power that the dancer portrayed in the
dances. Did they work hard and perfonn the steps/dance to the best of his/her ability?
Confidence - the level of consciousness the dancer brought to the performance. Did the
dancer seem to have faith in him/herself while performing and leading up to the show?
Professionalism - the conduct of the dancer during the performance experience. Did the
dancer come on time, ready as instructed, and act in an appropriate manner?
Technical Application - the capability of the dancer to perform the choreography
without faltering. Did the dancer execute the movement as was given by the
choreographer?
Performance Quality - the artistic interpretation of the choreography and the ability to
perform what the choreographer intended. Did the dancer demonstrate artistic integrity
with the choreography?
Stage Presence - the ability to project to the audience through interpretive emotion and
clarity of movement. Did the dancer make a clear statement to the audience using
projection of emotion and quality of movement?
Ensemble Work - the capability of working as a group/team regardless of thought to
self. Did the dancer perform with the ensemble during the group sections as a corps
member rather than soloist?
Individual Style - the ability to bring a unique sense of individual style to
movement/presentation without taking away from the choreographer's intent or ensemble
work. Did the dancer fulfil the choreographic intent, and at the same time infuse their
own individual ease or style of movement?
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Appendix 11.13: Dance Vocabulary Terms Sheet

1030 Basic Dance /5PJ2:A.l6

200/

Definitions I Terminology

Actions:

Qualifiers:

Plie' - to bend
Demi - half
Grande - big
Tendu' - to stretch
Degage' - disengage
Petite - small
Releve' - to rise
en Dedans - inwards
en Dehors - outwards
Tombe' - to fall
Ronde de Jambe - round the leg
en L'air - in the air
a Terre - on the ground
Battements - beating
a la Seconde - to second position
Retire' - retire / withdraw
Passe' - to pass
Devant - to the front
Derriere - to the rear
Fondu - to melt
Glisse' - glide
Pas de - step / dance of / for
en Croix - in the shape of a cross
Chasse' -:- to chase
Adage - slow
Developpe' - develop
Echappe' - to escape
Allegro - fast
Frappe' - beaten / to strike
cou-de-pieds - neck of the foot (ankle)
en Tournant - turning
Jete' - to throw
Ports de bras - carriage / place for the arms en Attitude - curving
Croise' - crossed'
Reverance  to revere / honor
Efface' - shaded
Saute'  to spring
Tour - turn
Pique - point
Enveloppe'  envelop

Steps:
Arabesque  like an arab - pose with one leg stretched back
Assemble'  assembled - a jump bringing feet together in the air
Balance' - to swing or rock - a waltz step
Bouree' - 18 th century dance - small steps in releve
Changements - springs that change foot post ions in the air
Glissade - gliding step - a preparation for jumps
Pas de Basque - step from the Basque region
Pas de bouree' - step from the bouree' dance
P as de chat - step of the cat
Pas de Cheval - step of the horse
Pirouette - one footed turn
Chaines - chain - linking turns
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Appendix 11.14: Dance History Sheet

A VERY BRIEF HISTORY OF BALLET AND MODERN DANCE
Ballet as we know it had its beginnings in the royal courts of France. In fact, Louis XIV
loved to dance and was considered rather good at it. He was often featured in the ballet
performances at court. One character he liked portraying on stage was Apollo, the Sun King.
That led to his nickname of the Sun King. Louis' major contribution to ballet, however, was the
establishment in 1669 of an academy of dance which still exists today - the Paris Opera Ballet.
The Romantic Era of ballet in the 1800s followed the popular literature being written at
the time. Marie Taglioni's performance in "La Sylphide" ushered in'the use of pointe work in
ballet. Both the ballet and "La Taglioni" were such a success that, this time, ballet inspired the
fashion of the day instead of the other way around. There were sylphide style coiffures, dresses,
flowers and moods. The long, white tutu Taglioni wore became traditional for the dancers of the
period. Today, many of the «white ballets" ("Les Sylph ides", "Giselle", "Swan Lake") get that
reference due to the influence of the filmy white costumes from the Romantic period. This style
costume eventually became known as the romantic tutu. Besides "La Sylphide" and "Pas de
Quatre," the Romantic Age produced two other famous ballets that are still performed today,
"Giselle" (1841) and "Coppelia" (1870).
Times were changing and the French ballet gave way to a new center of culture in Russia.
The Russian Imperial School had been founded in 1735 by Empress Anna Ivanova. After a
long line ofItalian and French teachers throughout the year, another Frenchman, Marius Petipa,
arrived in SI. Petersburg in 1847. He was to spend a career there that spanned more than 50 years
and gave him the title of "father of Russian ballet." The most famous works created by Petipa
and his gifted assistant, Lev Ivanov, are "Swan Lake", "The Sleeping Beauty" and "The
Nutcracker", each using the music of composer Peter Dicb Tchaikovsky.
There have been many influences on ballet outside of the classical technique. Jazz and
modem dance have contributed, as have many ethnic styles of dance from cultures around the
world. Ballet has even been influenced by the American West and its cowboys. Today, there is
no one place that is considered to be the center of ballet. Instead, ballet is worldwide, with
companies and schools in almost every city and town.
The artistic ancestors of modem dance included Isadora Duncan, Ruth St. Denis, and
Ted Sbawn, and even though some of the pioneers had studied ballet, they all rejected it as being
confining. Modem dance has continued to develop as a result of young dancers learning from
and then going beyond-or even actively rebelling against--their elders. It is surely significant
that the two nations in which early modem dance prospered, America and Germany, had no
creatively significant ballet companies at the time. Therefore, idealistic dancers felt obliged to
reinvent dance as they went along. Since American has often like to call itself a nation "on the
move," it could be argued that modem dance represents one way of channeling the energy for
which Americans are famous. Modem dance can also be said to exemplify both American self
reliance and, in its creatively permissive spirit, American ideals of democracy and
nonconformity. Modem dance developed independently in America and Germany, where the art
was known as Auskruckslanz (expressive dance).
Doris Humphrey almost invariably chose serious themes. Like Martba Graham, she
developed a technique from a study of elemental principles of movement. . But whereas Martha
Graham emphasized the breath, Humphrey stressed balance. Another vividly Theatrical
choreographer was Lester Horton. Between 1928 and his death in 1953, he directed dance
groups in Los Angeles, which demonstrated that modem dance could flourish outside New York.
Like Helen Tamiris, Horton had a social conscience. He was deeply inter~ted in Mexican and
American Indian culture, and his company is believed to be the first modem dance troupe in
America to be racially integrated. His most famous single work is Salome, a highly dramatic
study of the biblical temptress.

Ij
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Appendix 11.15: Performance Attendance Confirmation Form

305 Baronne Street, Suite 700' New Orleans, LA 70112· (504) 522-0996· fax (504) 595-8454

NORD/NOBA Center For Dance
Footbridge International Dance Workshop Performance
Confirmation Form
Name of School: Crocker Elementary

Grade Level: K-5th

School's Address: 2300 General Taylor

City, State, Zip: NOLA 70114

Contact's Name: Janet Johnson

School's Phone: 896-4029

Contact's Home Number: W: 304-3816 Cell: 717-5787

Footbridge
International
DanceWorksbop
Performance

Wednesday, June
16 th
1:00 PM
(Bus Drop Off:
12:45 pm)

Room 300
McWilliams Hall
Tulane University

Number of students: 80
Number of chaperons at no charge (one chaperon is needed for every ten students): 8
Total number attending from your school: 88
When you arrive: Please schedule your arrival for 12:45 pm. Buses should enter the campus from Willow St., onto
Newcomb Drive, go 2 campus blocks and drop off the passengers in front of Dixon Hall. They need to make a u-turn at
that comer, and exit the campus, as they cannot park on campus. The children need to walk toward Broadway, and
McWilliams Hall will be on the left, just past Dixon Annex. One of our coordinators will wait outside for you and direct
you to the performance in room 300. The performance will last approximately 50 minutes, so please have buses pick up at
1:50 pm.
Changes/Confirmations: Any additions or changes to this confirmation should be made no later than Friday, June I
Contact: Erin Healan, Summer Programs Coordinator, NORDINOBA Center For Dance 522-0996 ext 34
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Appendix 11.16: Fees Due Memo

FOOTBRIDGE 2004
International Worksbop
June 1-16,2004, McWilliams Hall, Tulane University

To:
From:
Re:
Date:

Dancers and Parents
Erin Healan, Summer Programs Coordinator, 522-0996 extension 34
Footbridge Fees
July 22, 2004

Please note that Footbridge fees, including all balances, are due. Payments should be
made no later than Wednesday, July 28 th , 2004. Please make all checks payable to
NOBA.
Students:
Workshop:

Both ($80)

International ($50)

Total Fee:
Balance Due:

75

UBT ($50)

Appendix 11.17: Time Sheet

NORD/NOBA CENTER FOR DANCE
ARTIST IN RESIDENCE TIME SHEET
Employee:

_

Address:

Zip:

_

Home Phone: - - - - - Work Phone: - - - - -Other: - - - - _ . _ - 
Social Security #:

E-Mail:

_

Please use decimals to report half and quarter hours (ie: 1.5 or 1.25, etc.)
DATE

TIME IN

TIME OUT

TOTAL HOURS

Rate of Pay: $15 per full hour; $7.50 per .5 hour; $3.75 per .25 hour
_
Total Hours:
X $15 = Total Amount Due: $
Through my signature below, I certify that the above hours are an accurate record of my
hours worked as an Artist In Residence with the NORD/NaSA Center For Dance for the
dates listed above. I further acknowledge that said work is as an independent
contractor.

For Office Use Only:
Charge to:
Account:
Acct#:
8-Digit Ref
Date/Initials:

Artist In Residence

Today's Date

CFD - Step Up
Art Fees/Local
51100-802
Step Up
_

Time sheets will be paid on NOBA's subsequent pay period fol/owing submission date.
Please submit the completed form to:
Jenny L Thompson, General Director
NORD/NOBA Center For Dance, 305 Baronne, #700, NO LA 70112, 504/522-0996 extension 25
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Appendix 12.1: Footbridge General Information Handout
NORDINOBA CENTER FOR DANCE
FOOTBRIDGE - SUMMER 2004
The Footbridge summer programs are for children with a demonstrated talent in dance. The 2004
Footbridge programs will offer two separate multi-week workshops. All workshops will be held at
McWilliams Hall, 3'd floor, Tulane University. We eJ1courage students who are accepted into the summer
Footbridge to attend both.
Footbridge Workshop #1:
Tuesday, June l through Wednesday, June 16, 2004
Culminating Concert, Studio 300, McWilliams Hall, Wednesday, June 16,2004
Intemational Folk and Character Dance Workshop, will set works from around the world and includes an
invitation to perfoml the works in August at the Intemational Children's Festival in Armstrong Park.
Footbridge Workshop #2:
Monday, July 12 through Saturday, July 31,2004
Culminating Concerts, location TBA, Friday/Saturday, July 30-31,2004
Urban Ballet Theater residency to set a new work, The Kidfi'om Elysian Fields. This new work is based
upon the story of Billy the Kid, with a contemporary, urban New Orleans twist.
If you have been selected for the daily Footbridge Intensive, your schedule will be:
DAILY FOOTBRIDGE INTENSIVE SCHEDULE
McWILLIAMS HALL, TULANE UNIVERSITY
TIME
8:30am
9:00am
9:00am
!0:30am
10:30am
l2:00 noon
l2:30pm
12:30pm
2:45pm
3:00pm

ACTIVITY
Unlocck for Footbridge Intensive
Class A - Intermediate Level (Senior Corps)
Class A - Advanced Level (Ensemble)
Class B - Intennediate Level (Senior Corps)
Class B - Advanced Level (Ensemble)
Lunch Break - All
Choreography -Intermediate Level (Senior Corps)
Choreography - Advanced (Ensemble)
Clean-up and Prepare for Dismissal
Dismissal

If you have been selected for Footbridge Junior, your schedule will be:

M-W-F EVENING FOOTBRlOGE JUNIOR SCHEDULE
McWILUAMS HALL, TULANE UNIVERSITY
TIME
5:00pm
5:30pm
6:45pm
6:45pm
7:45pm
8:00pm

ACTIVITY
Unlock for Footbridge Junior
Class A
8reak - All
Class B
Clean-up and Prepare for Dismissal
Dismissal
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Appendix 12.2: Footbridge First Day Form

NORDINOBA Center For Dance: FOOTBRIDGE 2004 International Worksbop
June 1-16,2004, McWilliams Hall, Tulane University
Dear Students and Parents:
Welcome to the International Dance Workshop of Footbridge 2004! Some important dates and
times are:
Daily Schedule (see reverse side for details)
st
th
nd
th
Footbridge Intensive (M-F June 1 _16 )
Footbridge Jr. 1M, W, F June 2 _16 )
8:30 Unlock
5:00 Unlock
9:00-12:00 Morning technique classes
5:30-6:45 Ballet Technique
12:00-12:30 Lunch
6:45-8:00 Choreography
1:00-3:00 Choreography/Rehearsal
8:00 DISMISSAL
3:00 DISMISSAL
Performances
The International Dance workshop will culminate with an Open Dress Rehearsal (1 :00 PM) for
day camp students and a public performance (7:00 PM) on Wednesday, June 16 th at
McWilliams Hall, Tulane University, Room 300. Admission is free-invite your family and
friendsl
Parent/StudentITeacher Conferences
If your child is attending this workshop o~hly, conferences will be scheduled individually for either
th
Thursday, June 17 or Friday June 18 between 5:00 PM and 7:00 PM to review student
progress. Those students attending both workshops will be scheduled for a later date
Absences/Emergency Contact
To notify us of any absences or emergencies, please call:
621-7702
Gary Hernandez/Michelle Alexander (Footbridge Site Coordinators)
522-0996 ext 34
Erin Healan (Coordinator of Summer Programs)
Student Cell Phone Policy
All cell phones will be collected at the beginning of each day and locked in a locker until dismissal
at 3 pm. To reach a student in an emergency, please call the site coordinators at the phone
number listed above. Upon request, students may use their cell phones durinq lunch.
National Endowment for the Arts
We are pleased to announce that the Center For Dance is one of 9 nation-wide sites selected for
a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts to develop evaluation methods that will
measure student progress in our summer programs As part of this grant, we will be conducting
student evaluations and student/parent surveys at the beginning and end of the workshop. We
ask that you answer all surveys carefully. Your feedback is critical to the development of our
st
programs. Surveys will be conducted on the first day of Footbridge Intensive (June 1 ) and
nd
Footbridge Junior (June 2 ), and again at individually scheduled parent/student/teacher
conferences.
We are looking forward to an exciting workshopl
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Appendix 12.3: Photo Release aDd Permission Slip Form

PHOTO RELEASE
I, (parent/guardian, please print)
_
hereby, give DLEX PRODUCTIONS, INC., and the NORDINOBA CENTER FOR
DANCE, the absolute right and permission to use my son 's/daughter's photograph(s) in
its promotional materials and publicity efforts. I understand that the photograph(s) may
be released to the local newspaper and may be used in other publications, printed ad,
direct-mail piece, electronic media (e.g., video, CD-Rom, Internet, World Wide Web) or
other forms of promotion. I further release DLEX PRODUCTIONS, INC., the
NORDINOBA CENTER FOR DANCE, the photographer, their offices, employees,
agents, and designees from liability fro any violation of any personal or proprietary right
I may have in connection with such use.

o

Permission Granted
Name of Student (please print)

_

Parent's/Guardian Signature for Release.

_

Address

_
--'State

City
Phone.

o

Zip

_

_

Permission Denied
Name of Participant (please print)

_

PERMISSION FOR TRANSPORTING
Student Name:
has permission to travel with
The Footbridge Intensive, as needed, in bus and/or car July 12 through July 21,2004.
I, understand, agree to release the NORDlNew Orleans Ballet Association Center For
Dance Urban Ballet Theater, its instructors, staff, board of directors, landlords, and
insurance companies from all claims of any kind.
Signature:

Date.
(parent or legal guardian of above named student)
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Appendix 12.4: Sample First Page of Footbridge Master Schedule
FOOTBRIDGE 2004
Faculty:
Jenny Thompson, General Director, 319-7933
Suzanne Hirsch, NOBA Programming Director, 522-0996 xli
Jacqueline Fry, Artistic Director, Ballet Instructor, 899-3780
Erin Healan, Summer Programs Coordinator, 913-7304
Gary Fernandez, Footbridge Site Coordinator, 388-6932
Michelle Alexander, Footbridge Site Coordinator, aalexand@tulane.edu
Footbridge Site Telephone: 621-7702

MASTER SCHEDULE
JUNE
Week One
5-31 Monday

Memorial Day Holiday

6-1 Tuesday

8:30 AM-3:00 PM First Day of Footbridge Summer Intensive
(Workshop # I: International Folk and Character)
McWilliams Hall, Tulane University
Conduct initial Arts Belief and Performance Surveys for
Footbridge Intensive (groups A and C)
5:30 PM- 7:30 PM: Behrman Center: Twilight Dance Site Registration

6-2 Wednesday

8:30 AM- 3:00 PM Footbridge
5:30 PM-8:00 PM First day, Footbridge Junior: McWilliams, Hall,
Tulane University
5:30 PM- 7:30 PM Lyons Center: Twilight Dance Site Registration
5:30 PM- 7:30 PM St. Bernard Center: Twilight Dance Site Registration
(tap only)
Conduct initial Arts Beliefand Performance Surveys for
Footbridge Junior (groups A and C)

6-3 Thursday

8:30 AM-3:00 PM Footblidge
5:30 PM- 7:30 PM Gernon Brown Center: Twilight Dance Site
Registration
5:30 PM- 7:30 PM Stalling Center: Twilight Dance Site Registration

6-4 Friday

8:30 AM-3:00 PM Footbridge
5:30 AM-8:00 PM Footbridge Junior
Conduct pre-baseline ballet evaluations (Mary Carol) and
behavior evaluations (Jackie) for Footbridge and
Footbridge Junior (groups A and C)

6-7 Monday

8:30 AM-3:00 PM Footbridge (Dietician to counsel Ensemble level
students individually during AM classes throughout the week)
5:30 AM-8:00 PM Footblidge Junior

6-8 Tuesday

8:30 AM-3:00 PM Footbridge
lJ :30 PM-I:OO PM Dietary Evaluations, Ensemble level
*First Day Twilight Dance Camps (contact individual Centers for schedules)
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Appendix 12.5: Footbridge Session 1 Schedule
FOOTBRIDGE 2004
International Workshop
June 1-16,2004, McWilliams Hall, Tulane University
Faculty:
Jacqueline Fry, Artistic Director, Ballet Instructor, 899-3780
Jermy Thompson, General Director, 319-7933
Erin Healan, Summer Programs Coordinator, 913-7304
Gary Fernandez, Footbridge Site Coordinator, 388-6932
Michelle Alexander, Footbridge Site Coordinator aalexand@tulane.edu

Week # 1 (June 1-4, 2004)
Studio A - Ensemble
9-10:30am Afro-Brazilian Technique and Choreog.
(Millicent Johnnie w/Gary)
1.5 hrs
10:30am-12pm Ballet Technique
(Jacqueline Fry wi Michelle A.)
1.5 hrs

Studio B - Senior Corps
9-10:30am Ballet Technique
(Jacqueline Fry wi Michelle A.)
1.5 hrs
10:30-12pm Afro-Brazilian Technique and
Choreog.
(Millicent Johnnie wi Gary)
1.5 hrs
12 noon  12:30pm Lunch All
12:30-2:00pm Chinese Ribbon Dance
(Cheryl O'Sullivan wi Gary)
1.5 hrs
2: IS-3:00pm
(Non-dance Activity-Michelle Alexander)
45 min

12 noon-12:30pm Lunch All
12:30-2:00 Flamenco Technique & Choreography
(Michelle Paule wi Michelle A.)
1.5 hrs
2:00-3:00 Choreography
(O'Sullivan w/Gary)
lhr
Week #2 (June 7-11 , 2004)
Studio A - Ensemble
9:00-10:30 Afro-Brazilian Technique and Choreog.
(Millicent Johnnie w/Gary)
1.5 hrs
10:30am-12pm Ballet Technique
(Jacqueline Fry wi Michelle A.)
1.5 hrs

Studio B - Senior Corps
9-10:30am Ballet Technique
(Jacqueline Fry wi Michelle A.)
1.5 hrs
10:30-12pm Afro-Brazilian Technique and
Choreog.
(Millicent Johnnie wi Gary)
1.5 hrs
12 noon- 12:30pm Lunch All
12:30-2:00pm Hawaiian Dance
(Nanette Ledet wfMichelle A.)

12 noon-12:30pm Lunch All
12:30-2:00pm Flamenco Technique &
Choreography
(Michelle Paule wi Michelle A.)
1.5 hrs
2:00-3:00pm Choreography
(O'Sullivan wi Gary)
*except June 9 th
1 hr

1.5 hrs
2:1S-3:00pm
Chinese Ribbon
(Michelle Alexander)
45 min
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(Appendix 12.5, continued)

Week #3 (June 14-15)
Studio A - Ensemble
9-10:30am Afro-Cuban Technique
(Millicent Johnnie)
1.5 br
10:30am-12pm Ballet Technique
(Jacqueline Fry)
1.5 hr
12 noon-12:30pm Lunch All
12:30-2:00pm Flamenco Technique &
Choreography
(Michelle Paule)
1.5 hr
2:00-3:00pm Studio 300 rehearsal
This will be studio run-thru of perf.
All levels

Studio B - Senior Corps
9-10:30am Ballet Technique
(Jacqueline Fry)
1.5 hr
10:30-12pm Afro-Cuban Technique
(Millicent Johnnie)
1.5 hr
12 noon  12:30pm Lunch All
12:30-2:00pm Hawaiian Dance
(Nanette Ledet)

1.5 br

Week #3 (June 16)
Studio A - Ensemble
9:00-10:30am Class & Rehearsal
(Millicent Johnnie)
1.5 hr
10:30am-12pm Ballet Technique
(Jacqueline Fry)
1.5 hr
12 noon-12:30pm Lunch All
12:30-lpm  Into Costumes All
1-2pm Studio 300 Open Dress Reh
(NOPS, 100 kids attend)
All levels
2: 15pm-3pm notes to dancers and out of costumes
3-5pm Dancer Break
Report: 5pm for evening concert
Concert: 7pm Studio 300
Dismissal: 8: 15pm Approx.

Studio B - Senior Corps
9-10:30am Ballet Technique
(Jacqueline Fry)
1.5 hr
10:30am-12pm Afro-Brazilian Technique
(Millicent Johnnie)
1.5 hr
12 noon  12:30pm Lunch All

Total Faculty Class Hours, Workshop 1:
Johnnie
36

Ledet
7.5

O'Sullivan
14
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Paule
15
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Appendix 12.6: Correspondence Regarding Theater Needs

July 19,2004
Michelle Matthew
Business Services
Dillard University
Via Fax: 816-4035
Re: Urban Ballet Theater Performances- Event Forms

Dear Ms. Matthew:
Please find the event forms for our June 30 th _31 st public performances in Cook
Auditorium. Please note that the schedule I faxed to you earlier today reflects the actual
times that we will be in Cook (and Dent) Hall for these performances as well as the entire
week. This form is for the public performances only.
Mark should be faxing you a list of the technical equipment we will be using. Please let
me know if you have not received this by the begirming of next week.
The tables and chairs requested are for the lobby- we will use them in an L shape for box
office and t-shirt sales (2 for t shirts, one for box office).

Our doors will open to the public at 7:30 PM on both nights.
I would like to inquire about parking on campus during our production week. We have
several faculty members that will need to park at the auditorium during daily rehearsals.
Is parking available on campus?
Thanks so much,
Erin Healan
Coordinator of Summer Programs
NORDINOBA Center For Dance
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Appendix 12.7: Moving Van Study Guide

.The Moving Van Project

ABOUTTHE MOVINGVAN PROJECT
The dancers performing today are a part of the Moving Van. Project, a unique ensemble of multi-generational
dancers that includes young Center For Dance students, university dancers, and local professional dancers and cho
reographers. The ensemble has been working nightly for the past two weeks to create, learn and rehearse the
dances you are about to see. The MovingVan is a year-round performance project sponsored by the
NORD/NOBA Center for Dance. The Center For Dance, a community partnership between the New Orleans
Recreation Department and the New Orleans Ballet Association, offers year-round dance classes in ballet, modern,
and tap to school-age children city-wide. Talented and committed students (ages 13 to 17) from the Center For
Dance are invited to participate with the professional and university artists in the Moving Van Project.

ABOUTTHE PROGRAMYOUWILL SEE·
In this performance, you will see dances from a nriHy of ~ime veriads, styles ar,d cultures. Notice what
movements are unique to each dance. But, watch carefully- there is more to dance han I'ust the steps I Do the
dances tell a story, create a mood, or suggest a theme 1 How do the d3~1Ces make you fee 1 Are the dances happy,
sad, or funny l Notice the different costumes, props and music used for each dance. Listen and watch how all of
these elements work together to make the dances whole. Many tin',e periods, styles and cultures have influenced
our dance styles here in New Orleans. What about these dances remind you of New Orleans l
We will have a short Question and Answer session after the performance. So, while you are watching the
concert, keep track of what you would like to ask the dancers.
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(Appendix 12.7, continued)

,2

THE

JVIOVING VAN PROJECT
Directors
Jacqueline Fry,Artistic Direcror
Monique Moss, ProjeCt: Curator

Choreographers
Jacqueline Fry
Millicent Johnnie
Stephanie McKee
Monique MOH

Cheryl O'Sullivan
Michelle Alexander

Dancers
Michelle Alexander
Donavan Davis
~illicellt

Dancing
People have always danced.
In some societies, people dance mostly for religious reasons. They want to
appease the gods, to ward off evil, to pray for rain, to have a good harvest.
In other societies, people dance mostly for their amusements--by
themselves or with others. In some places, dance is a performing art in
which people dance to entertain others, express themselves, or deal with
life's situations.
INhen people dance, they move their bodies with rhythm, the part of
music or beat that makes you tap your fOOL It is often to express ideas or
ernotiorl5. Most O{ the t[ll'lc, d",1.,iCe has a striJcture. Sometirnes it is
improvised, or made up on the spot.
All dances a,-e rnade up of sequencEs of steps and geswres calied ph as
es. Phrases make up a dance the same way that words are put together to
form a sentence. In tribal societies, where dances are mostly religious,
people usuaily dance In a group in a circle. In societies where peoprE
dance mostly for their own amusement, two people usually darlce togeth
er, and sometimes people dance in small groups. When people dance to
entertain others, they usually do 50 in groups called camp nics. They
periorm different kinds of dance, such as ballet, modern, jazz or ethnic
dances from around the.' world.
Dances performed for audiences are almcs~ always d-.orcographed, or
made up by one per50r" just as a. cO, .. ,~o5er j-,·,akEs up a piece of r,-,u:;;c.
These dances may also be passed from generation to generation within
companies. VI/hile dance companies periorm some dances over a long
period of time, new danc s are still being choreographed.
Wherever it occurs and whatever form it takes, dance is one of the most
powerful and interesting ways humans express themselves.
"{rom the John F Kennedy Center {or the Per{ormlllg Arts ducmion DepQrtmem
I'>'W'.</ onsedge.kennedy-cenler org
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Johnnie
Jasmine Johnson
Stephanie McKee
Courtney Ross
Sterling Roberts
Jasmin Simmons
Nia-Theresa Weber
Jari Williams
KyraWright

Administration
Jenny L Thompson, General Director
Erin Healan. Coordind(Or of Summer Programs

Suzanne Hirsch, NaSA Programming Manager
Michelle Alexander, Site Coordinator

What is The Moving Van Project?
The Moving Van Project is a project of the
NORD/NOBA Cencer For Dance's pre~profes
sional Step Up
It provides service

Progr~m.

learning activities that combine community

service objectives with our curriculum learning
objectives. The project provides oppOrtunities
[0 create, rehEdrse, and perform. The intent is

that the activities change both the recipient
and the provider of the service. The students
gain hands-on performance experiences and
our audiences are exposed to dance.

I

I
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3
Use some of the vocabulary definitions and questions below co guide you through responding co the dances. As you
develop and expand your own response, think about ways in which you might help your student co see all there is co
b~ seen and discovered about the dances. What further questions might you developl

Vocabulary &
Responses
EXPANDING YOUR RESPONSE TO WHAT
YOU ARE SEEING

Encounters with dance can change people, causing
them to view the dance and the world in a different
way In addition, dance does not immediately reveal all
that is there to be seen. Perception of the dances can
be compared to peeling away the layers of an onion-
they can be seen on many levels and from many
perspectives.

Shape:
desjg~

of the body;
form; the body
manipulates the space
to make shape
-Describe the groupings
of dancers and how they
are placed in space
"Describe the shapes the
dancers create with their
eodies and the patterns
tiley make as t ey travel
chrough space.
Do 2.1')' of thE: d?nces
'.ise props or costumes
to help the dancer make
shapes l

I
I
I

Choreograph:
to make a d2.nce.
·How do tne patterns of
the Q?ncers change
throughout the piece l

Perform:
to participate in a
performance

Audience:
people that view a
performance

"vVhat ideas rrligllc the
dancer have been trying

·What are some of the
issues the dancer is
concerned about l

.. The pr:vdege of v;ev/:ng
performance groups is
exciting and amazing!
For everyQr.e t::; enjcy
the magic of the theater,
the audience must
behave appropriately

'What in your own life
are you reminded of as
you look at the dance 7

-The performers and the
audience members will
have a memorable time,

-What does this dance
mean to you 7

do during a perform
ance!

,What kind of music do
you hear I

'A good audience
member is quiet during
the show and applauds
after the perfor
ceo

to ccr-rye)'?

-What images and rela
tionships are conveyed l
·What shapes and
gestures are used and
how do they convey an
idea or storyl
-How does music or
sound relate to the cho
reography7
·How do the sets and
costumes support the
idea for the work l
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4 Looking and listening
Watchirig The Moving Van Project
will be interesting and enjoyable to everyone if you
Remember to ...
'Iisten in order to understand the information the narrator provides
'pay careful attention to the movement the dancers demonstrate in exercises
and dances
'Iook for the great physical and mental discipline demonstrated by the dancers
Watch for how...
'dancers move in time with the music
'movements from the exercises are included in the dances
'dancers balance alone and with a partner
·the dancers perform in solos, trios, quartets and an ensemble (a large group)
'scenery, costumes and lighting contribute to the overall effect of the dances
Listen for... what the narrator says about how:.
'dancers are trained to dance
'dancers stay in shape
'dancers are athletes
·the dances are similar to dances you may do
•how the music is related to the dances

FREE
DANCE CLASSES
FOR YOUTHl

522-0996 ext.2S
www.nobadance.com
The NORD/NOSA Center
For Dance is a cultural, com·
munity partnership of the
New Orleans Recreation
Department (NORD) and the
New Orleans Sallet
Association (NOSA) that was
established to make the art of
dance accessible to the youth
and families of Orleans Parish.
We offer classes year-round at
five city-wide NORD sites.
Children must be 6 years of
age and we offer classes for
youth up to and including age
18. Seginner adult classes are
also available .

The dancers will be in the same room as the audience, and will be affected
by the audience's behavior. Dancers must concentrate and move precisely.
Unexpected activity or noise distracts them. The dancers rely on you to help them
make a s'uccessful performance. Enjoy yourself. Sometimes you'll be surprised.
Sometimes you'll laugh. Sometimes you'll applaud.
Remember: listen carefully and watch closely.
(rom the John F. Kennedy Center (or the Performing Am Education Department
www.artsedge.kennedy-center.org

Additional information is
available on the internet at
WV-Nl.nobadance.com.
Click on "Center For Dance"
and view general program
information, including a photo
gallery of our concerts and
activiti es r
Mailing Address:
NORD/NOSA Center For
Dance,225 Saronne Street,
Suite /410, New Orleans
LA 70112

Sponsored in ,bart by.

1\1 A l .

t .... l

~t-I()OWM(HT
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Appendix 12.8: Reflections and Insights Form

NORD/NOBA Center For Dance
FOOTBRIDGE 2004
URBAN BALLET THEA TER RESIDENCY
Reflections and Insights
Please answer all questions honestly and from your personal perspective. Please write any additional
comments/reflections/insights and extended answers to the questions below on the back of this form.
My thoughts at the beginning of this residency ...

My thoughts at the end of this residency ...

One new idea I have about

because of this residency ...

I still need ..

Iwish ...

I learned from this experience ...

What I liked the least about this experience.

What I liked the best about this experience ...

Circle your answer.
I performed and behaved in a professional manner at all times.
The teachers/leaders behaved in a professional manner at all times.
Ienjoyed performing in The Kid From Elysian Fields.
NORO/NOBA Center For Dance has been a good experience
It is clear what is expected of me from the teachers and faculty.
This experience has made me a better artist/dancer.
This experience has made me a better team player
I am proud of what we accomplished as a group
I am proud of what I accomplished.
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Agree

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Somewtlat

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

Ag~e

Somewtlal Disagree

SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO

Oissagree

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Appendix 13.1: Press Release- The Kid From Elysian Fields

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
July 13, 2004
Contact Amanda Kennedy
Phone 504.522.0996 ext 26
E-mail: akennedy@nobadance.com

NORD/NOBA
CENTER FOR DANCE

NORD/NOBA Center For Dancel225 Baronne Street, Suite 1410 I New Orleans, LA 70112

Friends of NORD in Collaboration with NOBA and Dillard University
Present

URBAN BALLET THEATER
World Premiere Performance, liThe Kid From Elysian Fields"
A contemporary, urban tale of Billy the Kid with a New Orleans twist'
New Orleans, LA - Friends of NORD, in collaboration with the New Orleans Ballet Association and Dillard University,
present the return of the street-smart vitality of New York City based Urban Ballet Theater (UBT) on Friday, July 30
and Saturday. July 31, 8:00pm at Cook Auditorium, Dillard University. Acclaimed for its innovative contemporary
storytelling, told with a vocabulary of movement that embraces indigenous, urban and classical dance forms, Urban Ballet
Theater will present a world premiere ballet, The Kid (rom Elysian Fields, choreographed by founder and artistic director
Daniel Catanach. This contemporary version of Billy the Kid follows "Billy" as he faces the challenges of life in urban New
Orleans and seeks a better future. Just as an earlier generation related to the story of Romeo and Juliet as told through
West Side Story, The Kid from Elysian Fields will reflect the life and times in which our families now live. The work
features UBT dancers, a local cast of over 40 young dancers, and live music by New Orleans' own Soul Rebels Brass
Band and Bamboula 2000. The performances culminate a three-week residency of classes, choreography workshops, and
performances at community sites with the NORD/NOBA Center For Dance. Tickets purchased before July 28 are
$10 adults I $8 students & seniors. Tickets at the door are $12 adults I $10 students & seniors. Call
504.522.0996 for information.

"Loose-hipped walks and street-smart mannerism
with ballet's clear attack and precise timing." - Dance Magazine

Founded by Artistic Director Daniel Catanach, Urban Ballet Theater was established to develop a ballet-theater dialect
that reflects the current tempers of society. Catanach's choreography illustrates urban life in its truest form by braiding
classical and contemporary dance styles with strong inner-city influences. He creates works that portray life's hardships
and beauty, which challenges the audience to embrace, examine and apply them to their own life experiences. Urban
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2
Ballet Theater features classically trained dancers who were introduced to dance in a non-traditional way. Most of them
grew up in Catanach's inner-city artistic programs and later received classical training. It is this similarity with the
programs of the NORD/NOBA Center For Dance, which presents free after school dance classes at NORD sites ciry
wide, that brought Urban Ballet Theater to the attention of Friends of NORD and NOBA. After a very successful and
much heralded residency in the summer of 2003, UBT was invited back this summer to create a world premiere ballet
with the students of the Center For Dance. During the July 2004 residency, the company will lead three weeks of daily
dance classes for students ages 7-18 participating in the Footbridge Summer Intensive and at select NORD sites. Other
Urban Ballet Theater activities include: master classes at NOCCA I Riverfront, a student performance for NORD
summer camps and other community lecture demonstrations.
Born into a large Hispanic family and raised in Santa Fe, New Mexico, Daniel Catanach's storytelling styles are highly
influenced by his Hispanic heritage as well as the Native American cultures of the Southwest. As a dancer Mr. Catanach
trained at The School of American Ballet and the Alvin Ailey American Dance Center. He has held principal positions
with the Armitage Ballet, the State Ballet of Missouri, and many others. He received critical acclaim for his performance
of leading roles in the work of such choreographers as George Balanchine and Alvin Ailey. Working as a choreographer
and director since 1981, he has been commissioned to create work for a broad range of dance, theater, musical theater,
opera, recording companies, and most recently film. In addition Catanach has served as Artistic Director of the
Catanach Ballet Theater and Santa Fe Dance Company. An acclaimed teacher, Catanach has taught ballet and jazz on the
faculties of such schools as STEPS on Broadway, Alvin Ailey American Dance Center, Broadway Dance Center, among
others. Most recently, Catanach has been appointed the director of dance for the Henry Street Settlement in New
York, where he founded the Urban Youth Theater, New Alternatives for Children, Project Reach Youth, Project Reach
Safe, TADA' He has also set his choreography the schools of Alvin Ailey American Dance Theatre and Dance Theatre of
Harlem.

NORD/NOBA Center For Dance
The NORD/NOBA Center For Dance is a cultural community partnership between the New Orleans Recreation
Department (NORD) and the New Orleans Ballet Association (NOBA). Founded in 1992 with seed money from the
Freeport-McMoran Foundation, The Center was born out of a need to make'dance accessible to all school-age children.
A program that began with just 30 students now has an annual gross enrollment of more than 600 children at NORD
centers citywide. With a core curriculum of ballet, classes are open to any child in Orleans Parish with a demonstrated
interest in dance. Through a professional faculty, master classes by NOBA Main Stage artists and other visiting artists, a
mentor program and field trips, the Center works with each child to cultivate dreams and strengthen futures.
Celebrating its 10,h anniversary season, the Center For Dance was one of only twelve organizations in the US and
Mexico to receive a 2002 President's Committee on the Arts and the Humanities Coming Up Taller Award for
excellence in community-based, after-school arts and humanities programs.
This project is sponsored in pan by Friends of NORD, BRAVO. The Lupin Foundation. NatIOnal Endowmem for the Arts. Southern Ans Federation. Louisiana
Division of the Art!>, Arts Council of New Orleans, Foundation for EntcrGlInmcnt and Education, and the P,urick F. Taylor Foundatlon

###
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Appendix 13.2: Media Advisory, Dances From Around the World

NOBA

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
June 10, 2004

Contact Erin Healan
Phone 504.522.0996 ext 34
E-mail: erinhealan@hotmail.com

New Orleans Ballet Association

BRINGING DANCE TO LIFE

I 305 Baronne Streel

MEDIA

Suite 700 I New Orleans LA, 70112

ADVISORY

NATIONAL AW ARD-WINNING LOCAL YOUTH DANCE PROGRAM PERFORMS
INTERNATIONAL DANCES
WHO:

The NORD/NOBA CENTER FOR DANCE, recent recipient of the prestigious Coming Up
Taller Award presented on December 2,2002 by first lady Laura Bush, is sponsoring a 2-week
international dance workshop for young community dancers enrolled in the Footbridge Summer
Intensive Program. Each summer the NORDINOBA Center For Dance brings world-class dance
into our community through this program.
The International Dance Workshop is sponsored by ARTS COUNCIL OF NEW ORLEANS,
LOUISIANA DIVISION OF THE ARTS, NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS,
NEW ORLEANS BALLET ASSOCIATION, NEW ORLEANS RECREATION
DEPARTMENT, and FRIENDS OF NORD in collaboration with the THEATER AND
DANCE DEPARTMENT AT TULANE UNIVERSITY.

WHAT:

THE INTERNATIONAL DANCE WORKSHOP FREE PUBLIC CONCERT will feature
30 talented, young New Orleans dancers performing vibrant, colorful dances from around the
globe including Afro-Caribbean, Afro-Brazilian, Chinese Ribbon, French Can-Can, French
Polka, Hawaiian, and Spanish Flamenco. Students have been studying daily technique and
performance with local choreographers (Lyle Guidroz, Millicent Johrmie, Nanette Ledet,
Michelle Paule, and Cheryl O'Sullivan) to master the exciting steps, costuming and props that
are unique to each ethnic dance.

WHEN:

NORDINOBA Center For Dance International Workshop FREE PUBLIC CONCERT,
Wednesday, June 16, 7:00pm.

WHERE:

Studio 300, McWilliams Hall, 3 rd Floor, Tulane University
(Adjacent to Dixon Hall; parking entrance at Audubon SI. and Willow SI.)
CALL 504/522-0996 ext 34

* * SEE NEXT PAGE FOR PHOTO & FOOTAGE OPPORTUNITIES* *
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INTERNATIONAL DANCE WORKSHOP
PHOTO & FOOTAGE OPPORTUNITIES:
JUDe 14, IS 9:00 AM-3:00pm

International workshop rehearsals. Studio 300, McWilliams Hall, 3rd Floor, Tulane University
(Adjacent to Dixon Hall; parking entrance at Audubon St. and Willow St.).
June 16 1:00-2:00 pm and 7:00-8:00 pm

Open Dress Rehearsal (1 :00-2:00 pm) to be attended by students from Crocker Elementary. Studio 300,
McWilliams Hall, 3rd Floor, Tulane University (Adjacent to Dixon Hall; parking entrance at Audubon St. and
Willow St.).
International Workshop Perfonnance (7:00 pm-8:00 pm). Studio 300, McWilliams Hall, 3rd Floor, Tulane
University (Adjacent to Dixon Hall; parking entrance at Audubon St. and Willow St.).

NORD/NOBA Center For Dance

The NORDINOBA Center For Dance is a cultural, community partnership between the New Orleans Recreation
Department (NORD) and the New Orleans Ballet Association (NOBA). Founded in 1992 with seed money from
the Freeport-McMoRan Foundation, the Center was born out of a need to make dance accessible to all school
age children. A program that began with just 30 students now has an annual gross enrollment of more than 600
children at NORD centers citywide. With a core cumculwn of ballet, classes are open to any child in Orleans
Parish with a demQnstrated interest in dance. Through a professional faculty, master classes by NOBA Main
Stage artists and extended swnmer dance residencies, a mentor program and field trips, the Center works with
each child to cultivate dreams and strengthen futures. Celebrating its lOt" anniversary season, the Center For
Dance was one of only twelve organizations in the US and Mexico to receive a 2002 President's Committee on
the Arts and the Humanities Coming Up Taller Award for excellence in community-based, after-school arts and
humanities programs.
#####
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Appendix 14: Sample Memo
FOOTBRIDGE 2004
Urban Ballet Theater Residency
July 12 lh _31 st, 2004

To:
From:
Re:
Date:

Dancers and Parents
Erin Healan, Summer Programs Coordinator, 522-0996 extension 34
Updates
July 21 51 , 2004

We are fast approaching production week, and looking forward to an exciting
performance weekend. Please remember that we will be moving to Cook Auditorium,
Dillard University next TUESDAY, JULY 27 th . All rehearsals and performances from
that point forward will take place at the theater.
Please read the following important updates:
IMPORTANT: Special Sneak Peak Performance
This Friday, July 23 rd , we will present a special Sneak Peak performance of The Kid
From Elysian Fields exclusively for parents. The performance will take place in Room
300, McWilliams Hall, Tulane University from 1:30-3:00 PM. This is an opportunity
for parents to view the ballet and gain an understanding of its subject matter. This full
length work deals with the temptations and challenges our youth have to deal with in
their everyday Ii ves. Therefore, some of the content reflects life on the streets. So, we
want to share the work with you and give you a chance to preview and ask any questions
of Daniel Catanach, the Artistic Director of Urban Ballet Theater.
Fees
A reminder that the end of the workshop is rapidly approaching, and all fees must be paid
no later than Wednesday, July 28 th • If your child participated in the International
Workshop (June) and the UBT workshop, total fees are $80. If your child participated in
the UBT residency only, total fees are $50. Checks and cash are accepted; please make
all checks payable to NOBA.
StudentlParentrreacher Conferences and Cast Video Party
A reminder that our cast video party and student/parent/teacher conferences are
scheduled for Sunday, August 1st from 1:30 PM-4:30 PM at McWilliams Hall, Tulane
University (location TBA). We will be contacting you shortly to set up a 1O-minute time
slot for your conference. Please remember that both parent/guardian and student should
attend the conference.
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Appendix 15: Advance Ticket Order Form

Advance Family Group Ticket Order Form
Each student performer in The Kid From Elysian Fields will receive ONE
complimentary ticket. Additional tickets may be purchased in advance at a special,
discounted Center For Dance price of $8 adult/$5 children (age 12 and under). This
discounted rate is ONLY available by filling out this form and returning it to one of the
Site Coordinators before the deadline on Wednesday, July 21 st . Each family may
place a group ticket order; tickets will be sent to the mailing address that you list below.
Any orders after the deadline will have to be placed and purchased through the general
box office (522-0996 ext 22) at the regular public prices ($12 adults/$1 0 seniors and
students). Please note that seating will be limited; parents are strongly urged to
order and pay for tickets in advance by filling out and returning this form before
the July 21 st deadline. Cash or checks accepted; please make checks payable to
NOSA.

Student Name:

Parent/Guardian Name:

Mailing Address:
City, State, Zip
Email:
Home phone: - - - - - - - -Work Phone: - - - - - - - - 1) Performance #1: Friday, July 30th , 8:00 PM at Cook Auditorium, Dillard
University
Number of Adult Tickets at $8.00 per ticket:
Number of Child Tickets at $5.00 per ticket:

_
_

2) Performance #2: Saturday, July 31 s t, 8:00 PM at Cook Auditorium, Dillard
University
Number of Adult Tickets at $8.00 per ticket:
Number of Child Tickets at $5.00 per ticket:

_
_

Total Amount Enclosed: $

_

Cash or checks accepted; please make all checks payable to NOSA.
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Appendix 16: Logic Model- NEA Pilot Grant

Applicant: Friends of NORD, Inc. (on behalf of the NORDINOBA Center For Dance)
Logic Model: 2005 Footbridge Summer Intensive
&-Weelc Summer Dance In<ensive.June DATE through July DATE. 2005
StudenlS with demoostraled talent. ages 9-18.lhrough open audition.,
3 levels (EnsembleJAdvanced. Senior Corpsllntem>ediate, Junioc Corps!Be~inner)
15 to 20 SlUdenlS per class
Monday lhrough Friday. 8:30am-3:00pm (EnscrobleJAdvanced and ScniorCorpsllnlefrnedjale)
Monday. Wednesday. and Friday. 5:OO-8:OOpm (Junior CorpsIBeginnef)

Inputs
In order to provide a 9-wk summer
program ofsequential dance Iraining
for students with demonstraled
la/en' we wjf{ need (he folfowinv:
Teaching Syllabus that meets the LA
S..le Dance Standards

Prof. dance faculty> adjunct artists in
residence, registered dietician
Administrative staffsupport
Uaiversity Service Learning and Arts
Admmlstration Interns (Tulane
University~ Univel3iry of New
Orleans); h.s. mlems (CFD S<ep Up)
Dance shJdios to accommodalc a
minimum of 3 levels of instruction
Perfonnance/conceI1 venues wi!.h
production personnel and supplies

AJ1ist in residencc SUPPOI1 (including
airfare, ground transportation,
housing. perdiems. etc.)
Additional fiscal sUPPOI1 for summer
program expansion
Resource CollaooratlOns:

N.D. Ballet Association: Tulane
Univ. Dept. of Theatre and Dance;
Tulane Univ. Office of Service
Learning; Univ. ofN.O.lArts Admin.
Prog., Dillard University; N.O.
Public Schools/Arts in Educalion
I

I

Activities
In order to address OUT needs, we
will carry out the following
activities.
The NORDINOBA Center For
Dance (CFD) faculty. admin.
adjWlcl artisLS, proj. par1ncls, &
univ.l high school CFO interns will
implement 8 full summer (9 weeks)
of sequential dance training
opportunities consisting of 3
separate components !.hal can be
taken individually or as a whole.
Workshop I: May 3 I-June 17, 2005
Daily intensive c1a."ises with faculty
and local adjunct artists; emphaSIS on
improved lechnique & vocabulary
Workshop 2: June 20-July 8. 2005
The Moving Van Project i~ a service
learning collaborative: empha.c;ls on
!.he art of performance, participanl.s
cr(.ate~ rehearse and perfonn at 8
cuhurally underserved day camps
Workshop 3: July II.July 30.20115
3-Week D3Jlce Residency, includes
Rebecca Stenn, of Perks Da.ncc
Music Theatre (fonner Pilobolus &
MOMIX artist); Ron Wood. of len
One (also currently a Rennie Harris
Puremovement artist)
Recruitment Resources:
2 open audition dates
nominations from CFD Step Up
audition referrals from NOPS AlE
press & media announcements

""ff.

Outputs
We expect that once carried out
acliwtlcs will produce the
following f!\'idenc(' or S(:rv;cp
deli...erv:
Footbridge student
training class hours
Number of Footbridge
student
perfonnanccfconcen
opportunities
Student participants
Student Journals
(including dance and
health entries)
Parent participants
(volunteers)
Ih~.u.

[trJerftUdiate Outcomes

End Outcomes Over Time

We expect that if carried out, these activities will
lead 10 the lal/awing intermediate changes:

We expect if carried OUf, these
activities will lead [0 the
follOWing end changes:

·
·

·

··

·

·

·

Instruments:
I) enrollment records
2) attendance records
3) class schedules
4) perfonnllnce/conccI1
schcdules
' 5) daily journal entries
6) volunteer records
Data Elements: I) #
participants; 2) % missing less
than 3 days; 3) # class hours; 4)
1/ pcrfs/conc.erts; 5) % students
keeping daily journal ennies.. 6)
fi activitcs using volunteers and
N of indiv. parent volunteer hrs.
In addlliQn, can compare data of
students who attend I. 2 or all 3
workshops (9 weeks 101al)
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Students
demonstrate
progress in dance
technique and
underslanding of
dance vocabulary
Students
demonstrate
progress in
perfonnance skills
and self-assurance
Students
demonstratc
progress in social
and health behavior
lnstruments:
I) Standardizcd Wrrtten
Evalualion (comparing
baseline and linal skills)
shared at individual
parent/student
conferences
2) Student Performance
Self Survey
3) Pre!Po" health survey
Data Elements: I) %
progress indiv. & group
ba..;eline vs. final scores;
2) % with strong positiv(;
J) % maintaining daily
enmes & assignmem
4) % increased ·scores on
Pre· vs Post- health
survey

.
.

ParentsNolunteer
demonstrale
commitment 10
the Footbridge
program and
activities
ParentsIVolunteer
demonstrate
bel ief !.hal dance
and the cultural
arts play an
important role in
our society and
everyday life

Instruments:
I) ParenVStudent
conference for their
child
2) Parenl volunteer
records (# hours; #
activities)
3) ParenVStudent
Contract
4) Parent Arts Belief
Self-Survey
Data Elements: 1) %
parents who attend the
scheduled
parent/teacher
conference for !.heir
child; 2) % parents who
volunteer I or more
rimes: 3) % compliallt
parents based on
ParcnUStudent
Contract; 4) % positive
on Arts Belief Survey

··
·
·
·

Higher student relent"ion
Successful admission of
CFD graduales in higher

education dance prog's
lacr. parent involvement
in CFD & arts advocacy

Demonstrated cbange in
health concepts and
choices by students
Continue to broaden and
evolve CFD curriculum
to meet ever·changing
LA State Standards and
Benchmarks in Dance
Develop trainee roster of
Intcms/VoluDtecl3, who
in turn beoome trainers
LnstrUments: I) % studeol
retention & goiog 00 to univ.2)
f:I. active volunreers vs. prior
year·, 3) % positive responses
annual health survey vs. prior
year; 4) annual prof review
LA Dance Standards vs. CFD
curriculum; 5) fI interns and
volunteers VS. prior year
Data ElemenlS:
I) EnrollmenVattendance
records; graduating exit
inlerviews and alumnus
rccords;2) 1/ volunteer activities
& hours; 3) Student journal, &
faculty observations; 4) CFO
and LA Dance Standards; 5)
intern and vo!unle":f records

·

Appendix 17: Arts Incubator

Arts incubators are designed to "[equip] nonprofit cultural groups with the skills,
tools, and business environment necessary to meet short- and long-range objectives
(Erlewine et ai., 2)." Although the CFD is housed under NOBA, a well-equipped,
professional nonprofit organization, it may still benefit from the services of an arts
incubator simply for planning purposes. The Arts Council of New Orleans currently
sponsors the Entergy Arts Business Center, an arts incubator that can provide peer
support, technical assistance, workshops and forums to local nonprofits organizations for
a minimal fee (ibid.). The CFD can consult with the incubator for planning strategies for
summer programs. In addition to gaining expertise from outside administrative
professionals in the nonprofit field, the CFD can also learn from other local nonprofit arts
groups similarly situated in the New Orleans community. A Project Specialist can help
the CFD establish a practical strategy for summer planning that would be relevant to its
resources. Although NOBA can provide the CFD with some support, its staff is also
busy with other organizational needs. The CFD can certainly benefit from one-on-one
interaction with outside nonprofit administrative professionals whose purposes are to
exclusively help the CFD grow by developing its planning capacity.
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VITA

Erin E. Healan, a New Orleans native, holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in
Dance from Tulane University. Prior to her graduate studies, Ms. Healan pursued
professional dance in Chicago, Illinois, perfonning with such companies as The 58
Group, Tyego Dance Project, Chicago Opera Theater, and Estradanza. She is the
Associate Artistic Director and co-founder of Tsunami Dance Company, a New Orleans
based modem dance company, and serves as an adjunct dance instructor at Tulane
University. Ms. Healan will graduate with a Master of Arts in Arts Administration from
the University of New Orleans in December 2004.
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